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.Pre'fa&

T. 1117/n1$ project foomsedpn a 'differentiated ca er-eduCation approach
/ ,

.that emboOled, a high leCel of .cognitive and' affective ccrepts and pro-
g 4.

,

%

cesses beYorici those normally Provided in the. regular school curriculum.
, .

Instr'uctional stratecties which accommodated the unique,learning styles of.

the' gifted and talented .were provided that coTbined 1h- depth

gatiTrivisth mentorshiptinternshipperiences.

The exemplary model that has been' developed tras, demdnstrated effective

'methods and techniques fcir providing career education to gified'andAalented

students at'thv Senior High level. This modeleplicgted,lcan serve as

an effective approach that may be used by eschool district to serve the
t

career development needs of this special population:
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MM.

4. Major Activities.

44.

The .0a4or accomplishments under each objectiv the project are

as follows:

Objective #1
1'

The career guidance laboritory in the Department of Educational
'Tsychology at Texas A&M University will be ewanded to include
additional occupational information, materials, simulation and
games, testing materials and devices to provide suf icienit in-
depth self-evaluation and investigation by gifted and tal'ented
studentstduring a Guidance .Laboratory Phase of thelprogram.

Much of the month\of July.1976 (first month of the project) was

spent in reviewing current literature and assessing type$:of materials
A --

to be used during the Guidance Laboratory Phase. The guidance laboory

in the Department of EduCational Psychology at, Texas A&M had some career'
,

guidance materials, but such items as College Boar Decisions and:Out-
c

comes. Lovejoy's college Guisles. AmerizA)Universities apd'coll.eges.,

books and materials from professional societies and organizations. assort-k,
ed tests (i.e.,SDS. Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory. Wgrk Values In-.

li,ventqr(y, Career Maturity Inventory and Edwards Personal Nieference SChedule)
.

________. ._.._____ ____.____

were added. Materials fbr rent or loan such as films 41,nd video tapes were

also used. Project records reflhcf materiols existing, in the-EduLatidnal

Psychology guidance laboratory prior to the project-4d mae,rjials that were

either purchased with project funds or bbtained free of charge froM organi-

zations and associations. Merials in the,Guidance Labortory proved very

sufficient for the first phase of the project (Guidance Laboratory Experience)

' Resource materials were used during Phases 2 ancl`.k of the
i

project as

well. Even though the students were ncS longer attending the lab formally,
i

theirrinterest in obtaining information about specific career fields was
:

mai6tained. Additions were made to the esource'collection during the a
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as 'new publications become available. The resource files were moved to

thekstaff offices at the,close of Phase 1 so thatBarticipants could have
mit

easy Access to them. . ....1

Summaries of the evaluation instruments end results ofltesting' pro=

cedures fOr thit- phase are included in the,evajuation section of-thi0

report (page 24 and Appendix B ).

Objective #2

Professors at Texa Agi University will be selected to serve
as Mentors to the partOcipants and conduct appropriate re-.
search experiences, laboratory, and/or field experiences
during a MentorshiD-Laborapry Phase of the program..

'The GuTdance Laboratory Experience enabled thet.participants in thet,

project to isolate a career interest area that seemzed to offer opportunity
-.., ...

.
,

to the indi:/. ual student for accomplishment and fulfIllm t. It is that

,
career a...ea-the Mentorship Laboratory Ex erience addressed.

t 4

During the final two weeks of thopGuidance Laboratory, the students

made decisions concerning first andotind career iierd choice Wlese

.'choicesiserved as the basisfor scheduling interview appointments for the

students (participants) with _0 professor(s) of advanced studies A the:

careers fields indic ted Mentorship assignments were as fbllows:

Student

SCott 5.aunders\-.

Randall Ray

)

Wallace Harwood)

Career Field(s)

Theater Arts

Law

Electrical Engr. #
Data Processing

c

1_,

of

Mentor

Robert/Wenck, Director
11bl:ter-Arts

Jack Woods, Attorney .

Assit. Professor
Political Science Dept.

It

11

Charles dams, System Analyst
3/4 Tim Data Processing
1/4 Ti Electrical Engr..



Student
;

4%

.Meg Bury.
Jatki.Freund

Juli4Straw

Mark Dixon
Damon Buffington

Karen-Aberth Physics
;'

Career Field(s)

%sic The,apy
pi! Psychology.

Education,

Civil Engineering

Vastano Nuclear Physics

Dennis Ches

Pricilla

Helen Marquis

/ 0

Lauren, Stacell Merchandising
Mike Earie _Business Management
Karen Mallett Personnel Management
Martha Lambert Marketing '

Wildlife Science

ipusic

Entertainment\

t .

Ar ld LeUnps. Ass't.Pro
De t. of Psychology

J s kracht, Ass ;t Prof
E ucational Curricu 'ulna
Instruction Dept.

(-'

Leonard D. Webb, A
Civil Engineering ,Dept.

Donald Naugle, Assit. Prof. -IA
Physics Dept.

David Youngbloddiyclotron

InstitUt
Assoc. Prof.

,Cyclotron

James Teer, Dept. Head.
Wildlife & Fisheries Dept.

1
Robert Boone ,

Music Coordinator ;

Hal. Gaines, Assoc. Direcid.
Memorial Student tenteir

-
Dept Head

Marketing Dept.

Each pl'acement could be a novel in itself. The university professors

provided fach student With a "close-up" of his/her Particular field. Each

was careful to prov4de wide exposure to the area so that the student would

be Dcepar 'for the decision he/she would have to make in choosing a loca-

.

non for Phase 3., Working Internship- Experience.

4 Ealh participant in Phase 2 was required to keep a daily log of activi- Ikv

tieT..cThe log. served a two-fold purpose, (1) jet provided the student with
I

a record of accomplishments,and could be used'as a reference for retrieving

in brmation, gained during the mentorship, and (2) a copy of the log helped 4

theproject staff to monitor experiences o'f the students during.this phase.

Periodic.visits to mentOrship sites by the.prect staff helpedgto'Mainiain -

i*
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WO lines of communication.

,
..t

,r. \\

Ether reporting of the commonalities 41.

and observations gleaned'from,the participant's log files are repOrted

fn the evaluWon .section of this report as well as evalu n procedures
3 '
that were conducted during. this phase (page 46).

eminars were held very three weeks-during the Mentorship Phase.

TheSe seminars' provide a time for sharing of experiences among the
w

pWrOcipants Ahdhelped to maintain the comaraderie within the 004 that

.

.

hadr.develkoped during the GGidance Laboratory Phase. It should be noted

.that all of the participants (15) and all of the alternates (5) partici-

pled in both Phases 1 and 2 of the project.

,0 jective #3

Business, industry, and labor individuals will be selected
'kJ to conduct actual work experiences for the participants

during an Internship Phase of the program.

f

ir

*wt `hg Internship Experience (Phase 3 of the project) began on

:February 28, 107, and contin through May ? . Just AC the Mentorship

Isftpse'had built upon tflp Guidance Laboratory ase-. co,pie Working in.

tle4thip Phase built upon .the Aeptorship ase,
.., ..

No weeks pricNo completion of Phase 2. each participant was asked

to.iadntify a specifid career arOk that he/she would Icke to pursue during

th4bext phase of the project. 'This choice flOwed from the broad

e)(posure to the caZr fie114 to which each was assigned during the Mbntor-

9;!,

'ship Phase (see Table 1, page 5).
.

----...

,
.

While the project fzrpposal had not included full participation of
. ,, .

-Nkhe-kiternktes, they d'iad ai lti beertserye6-44ing Phases l:and Z. It was

re145orta to the xtudents that only the 15 full' participants could be
.

paid during the Working I rnsyp Phase because of budget limitations;

.11
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:Student

Tabldsl

Career Interests of.Participants

A

Ntheith

Files

**Freund

Harwund

LaMhert

Mullett

margnir

Paru-"-

Plapp

- Kay

Saunders

SLace1.1

*Straw

'* *Vast silo'

Sex

F

Areas of interest
early in Guidate Lab

'Career choices iepprted
in during middle of Lab

Choice'f&
Mentorship

Choige for
Internship

Math, Physics, Biolqgy

Architecture, Engineering
(petroleum or architectural)
Aerospace

Music Therapist, Special
Education, Forestry

M ' Forestry, Radio Disc-
lockey, Wooaworking

F , Communications, Fashion
design, Forestry

M Engineering, Transpor-

F

4

F

M

cation, Architecture

Management, Businaia,
Wildlife

4

Teaching, Counasling,
Forestry

Pslyvlb logy

Engineeilng, Archi-
trtnre, Eloctrmn4-e

Civil Entt'A0""it.
reportsr

T

Comps,er Science, Medi-
10 .. rereoorel management

Psychology, Performing
pohlic contact

Journalist. Sound ,irsien
Rinlogiat

Political Science,
lournalist. Writer

Journalism
Politics
Mathematics

High School Teacher,,
Law Enforcement
Archaeologist

PH,""1"Fv. Art,
Fashion

Music, Milth. Education

Physician, Historian
Physicist

Physica

Civil Engineering
Architecture

Music Therapy,
Forestry

Wildlife & Fisheries
Forestry

Recreation & Parks,
Veterinary Medicine,
Radio & TV

Civil Engineering,.
Mechanical Engineering

Retail Photography/
Business, Import/
Expor,s.husiness

wale, camp Counaeling

social Work, Psychology

E4ectricaliyngin--'inS
Comput,r

Personn,t1 '4^0,. Bank
offic"

Performing ivrs,
rslationd

Language Srerialist,
jonrnall'"'

Political Science,
Journalism

Law
Math

Dramsti, Arta
q

. MarketingFashion
Merchandising. Enviroe.
mental ne,,ign

Educetln. Pnychistry

Partici, rhyslejst
Physicist

r A

* Alternate
" Altortiat0 who'participated to ,Internship

*** Participant who did notmparticipate in Internship

.

Physici

Civil Engineering

Psychology. (et 1

wants music
therapy)

Wildlife &
Fisher es

TelavisiOn
Broadcasting

IP

Texas Transpor-
tation Institute

4

Brazos Valley
Mental Hea4h
Center

LGL, Ltd., U.S. Inc.
(Environmentaliets)

Sports Center
KAMU-TV

Civil Engineering Spencer Buchannan
& Assoc. (Engineers)

Market

MusV.

Paychology

Computer Science'
lsctri,et

University Ente
,4inm0nt Cantor

Television
Broadcasting

Television
Broadcasting

Political. Science
TAW

0

Drama

Marketeag

Education

talcs
p

Bend (A&M Consoli-
dated Middle School)

Special Education
(A&M Miadle School)

Agency Records
rontrol (comn,iter,0

Rnth'm 17119b11.08

Texae Emplrvm.,nt
Commioqloo

Black Hat Saloon,
(41 sthr Club) -

Sports Caster
'MAYM-TV

Radio Station
KTAM 6 KORA

Brazos County
Attorney Offide

Radio Station WTAW
0

.

Gentlemen's Quarter
(Men's 'Furnishings)

a



however, if any:participant &eca e to participat in Phase -3, I

. the first alternate could take his/he?place'. Further, any_41ternatg.

6

that would like to participate in Phase 3 as-a-volunteer mould'be

served by the project,. .

2 e

.
One.orticip'ant was unable to participa'te in Phase 3 because of

course= requirements and extra-cu'rrWar Commitments' at the high school.

The first 'alternate took his place. One alternate chose-to participate
-

OD

as a-tvolunteer during Phase 3 and was placed accordingly.

The Working Internship Phase was-as diverse in-placements as the
.

Mentorship Exi5erience Phase. Since no prearranged placements had been

set up, it was possible to tailor these to the nee4s of the individual

student. It placed/a great deal of pressure on the project staff in terms..
.01

of time, but each placement was made 'successfully.

Cach student was interviewed by the internship site supeiwisor prior

011°'

to placement in much the same way a new employee would be screened by a

company. Only when b h the student and the supervisor were.in agree- -a,

ment, was the placementmade.

Working Internship placements were as follows:

Student Supervisor Location.

,DamOn Buffington Dr. Gene Booth. 'Texas Transportation
Institute

Texas A&M University

'meg bury Jack D. Williams

Dennis Chester

Julia Crawford .

Benny J. Gallaway

Raymond Ho

Central Brazos Valley
Mental Health Center
Bryan, Teias

LGL Limited-U.S. Inc.
Bryan,. Texas

KAMU Television
Texas A&M University



StudeTI

Mark Dixon

'PricTha files

Jacki Freund

Wallace Harwood

Karen Mal/ett

Martha Lambert.

Helen,Marquis

Dwayne Parsons

, Supervisor
/

f Location

Ed Burkhak

AnnaMarie Guffey.,

Jim W. Ross

David Nobles

Charles' Gillespie

B. F. Vance

John Paul Jones

4.

Spencer Buchannan &-
Associates
Bryan, Texas

A&M riddle School
Coll'ege,Station, Texas

\

A&M Middle School
Colle0 Station, Texas

Agency Records Control
Bryan, Texas

Texas Employment Commis i n

Bryan, Texas

Ruth's Fashions
Bryan, Texas

Black Hat Saloon
CollegeStatiOn, Texas

Mel Chastain KAMU Television
Texas A&M University

Amy Plapp Dan Acree

Randall Ray

.\

Scott,Saul

Lauren Stacelle

Rbland Searcy

Bob G. I-1111

Philip.Tremont

.11

Radio Stations KTAM & KORA---
Bryan, Texas

County Attorney
Bryan, Texas

1

'Radio Station WTAW
Bryan, Texas

Gentlemen's Quarter
Bryan, Texas

Table 1 (page 5)'provides information on each student regarding

the flow of experiences during theAhree phases of the project. Evaluation

of the data collected during this phase is included in the evalUltibn

section of this report.'

Objective #4

'
Graduate student Resear ;h Askociales will. be selected and will demon-.
strate expertise in appropriate career guidance techniqUes for the
gifted and talented, including conducting 4evaluations of participants'
Guidance Laboratory learning assignments-, developing community rela-
tionships, and in supervising Mentorship and Internship arrangements.

14
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yecause -tf a better than 30% budget cut when the project was funded,

only one paid Research Associate was-retained in the revised b4dgei.

Hoi ver,pro graduate-students in the College of Edu ation at Texas A&M
4

`University projepeas unpaid interns because of their

interest in career education, gifted and talented students, and for the

experience they could gain through this project. Robert d6dsey, a doc-

tor student in Educational Psychology, was the paid Resear:Ch Associate.

The Research Associate and the Interns have shown keen intepest in the pro-
.

ject and have had or developed the needed competencies to meet their re-

ponsibies to the-project. Reports of-this supervision are further high-

lighted on pages 23, 49, and 60 in the evaluation section of this report.

Objective #5

Identification criteria will be established for selection of
students into the program from the-target high school, in-
cluding test scores, teacher recommendations, rd classroom
performance.

- The target audience of the project was determined to be gifted and

talented high school seniors enrolled in AM Consolidated High School,'A

College Station, Texas. Screening for such programs typically begins with

a referral system designed to identify all possjble candidates followed

by employment of 'either single or multiple criteria assessment for identi-

fication'and selection. Generally; a multiple criteria approach is rec-

.-Amended by researGt on the topic and is particularly desirable in an

instance where limited positions are available for a relatively large
lt

population of gifted and talented students. This was the case Df the

target high school. For example, the senior class numbered approximately r

160 students, eleven of whom qualified as National Merit Finalists which

is a larger percentage of the class than might be expected.



e

Referral for Screening (Identificatia )

In August, 4 referral brochure was (see Appe9dix A) which ,.

desccibed the proje t and solicTted referrals of possible participant.

It wasp made available all'students in the senior clas , teachers and

9

# .

administraors sch 1, parents and interested parties from the.

community. A meeting was hel at the school siterto further explain

the project and answer questions. The project was advertised through

localikedia (TV, radio, and newspapers), also. Referrals were accepted

from all sources includin tudents referring themselves.

forty-six students were referred, forty-two of whom chose.to participate

in the screening process (the remaining four were not interested in the

0 project). The high school has a low percentage of minority students

(15%) and none were reerred. Sex breakdown was 18 males and 24 females.

Screening Process (Identification)

As previously mentioned, it was decided that multiple criteria

should be utilized in screening, and thus, the forty-two students were

evaluated in the following areas through proceses indicated:

a) GENERAL INTELLECTUAL ABILITY: The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence

Tests College Edition, Verbal and Non-verbil forms, were

administered.

CREATIVE THINKING ABILITY: The Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking, Verbal and Non-verbal Forms, were administered.

c) ACADEMIC ABILITY The IOwa Tests of Edyt,ational Development

were administered.

d) SPECIFIC TALENT ABILITY: Each student identified a talent

area and a mixture of tes ing and expert judgement was utilized.

L



V.

.
Altesting' was efficient, such instruments as the Differen'tia'l

. 4,

co

eAptitude test/Mechanical Abilities Test were administered. In
6 .

, , the, case of areas such .a di-ama and music, audittpn.4. were con-
) 4.

, .,
t duQte,d)...by expei.tsf In art, an expart rated products of the. N,,,---.

_

studend( 'In business leadgrship, a local bank president

(reced4ly selected as one of ten outstanding business leaders

inexas) interviewed students.
\.%

.j
6

e) SCHOOL SUCCESS: Each student's cumulative grade average for
le

A
high school years was recorded from school. documents.

If) BEHAVIOR

L
CHARACTERISTICS: The Renzulli/Hartman/Behavioral

Character ics Scale (which yields ratings on leadership,

40 creativity, and learner and motivational characteristics) was

filled out by teachers chosen by the students.

g) PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS: The student filled out a.Personal

Information Questionnaire listing all past accomplishments,

such as honors and awards, club and community activities,

work experiences, and significant life experiences.

For final selection, a point-weighting-system was employed for per-

formandes in (ach. area and point totals calculated for each student

(see Appendix B). The weighting system was as follows:

High: 3 points
Moderate: 2 points
Low: 1 point
Other: 0 points

In each area, cutoffs were set for these weights. For example,

intelligence test cutoffs are listed below:

High: 132 IQ and above.
Moderate: 124 IQ through 131 IQ
Low: . 118 IQ through 123 IQ
Other: 117 IQ and below.



ConsistencAcross'tes instru

) -

%V V

11

nts w. aintained 'through setting weight
iv-

.gUtoffis at scores rtpresenting' ppiroxi mat ly the same pertenMes from
. .

.

norms.' Experts Anducting auditiOns, jcldgements, and'inter
cews rated

!students on tcalesqfnd provided a.summary judgement of high, moderate,
..

low or opotential. Weight cutoffs were set fona.the Behavioral 1Chvac-

teristics. cale and high school grade averages: Finally, two of the staff

prated the Persol InformationAuestionyaires (see Appendix C) and pro-

duced judgements on the 'quality of pas accomplishments as being high,

v.

moderate, low, or nq signifiynt number.

The last step was to total points across the criteria and rank,

students according to these

L

is (see Appendix B). The fifteen highest-
.

students became 'full participants and the next five, alternates. One

student selected decided not to Spin the project due to numerous other

activities and was replaced gy the next highest. Sex breakdown on par-

ticipants-was. 9 males and 11 females.

Obieetiv,e. #6
7 .7

'';;Pre- Program information Packets will be developed about the
.

.

''',:.' nature of the program t permit students and parents to
decide on participation in the Program.

ti

The' program packets were developed and given to parents andstudents

(Ig selected participants and 5 alternates) at a pre-program infiarmational
"ne

meeting. The, packets contained information on the gifted and. talented

project plus information about career education and the special needs of

gifted and talented individuals including the following:

Characteristics of Gifted Children
Career Education

. Career Guidance
Guidance Laboratory

. Mentorship Laboratory

. Working Internship

. High School Credit
. Discrimination Prohibited Disclaimer
. Disclaimer
. Brochure on Center for Career
Development & OccUpational Preparation

. Brochure on Career Education for
Gifted & Talehkd Project.
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Further'inforinaion on the attainment of this oblje4tive '1 included in

the Evaluatiod section on page 24.

II
Objective #7

Meotorship and Internship Supervisors' Information Packets
be developed to initiate supervisors tO this phase of

the program.

An Information Packet waS developed to describe the Gifted

-a-m)Talented Project in general and to, give specific information about both

the Mntorship Phase and Internship Phase. Project staff members made

appointments with prospective mentors to talk about the dwpectations of

the project, the type of student to be assigned and to leave the packet

of materials explaining the scope of the program. The same procedure

was used in interviewing prospective site supervisors' during Phase 3.

Copies of the Mentorship/Internship Information Packets are available

in the project files. Discussion of these packets is included in the

evaluation section on pages SO and 60. 4'

Objective #8.

Evaluation of student progress during the program will be
conducted to identify strengths, weaknesses, and needed
modifications where problems exist.

Student progress within the program has been evidenced in a number

of ways. One of the most visible has been the sequential movement through

the three program phases from broad career interest areas to a specific

dicipline to an experience with a narrow Compohent within that field.

Table #1 on page 5 shows the progression for each student.

Another interesting aspect of the program related to Objective #8

and evidenced by Table #1, is the number of non-traditional occtpations

a

1 :1
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to which the female students were attracted. All. phases of the program
A

sought to eliminate 'sex bias and st4reatyping from the experiences of

the participants.
-74

. Student pro'griess was further noted in the pre-post testing using

the Career Education MeaAurement System
,

(CE ) Th4s series Was de-
.

veloped from:a statewide survey conducted t better define career
,

.

education in terms of the attitudes, knowledgp, and skills required
.0

of 17-year olckstudents.,, These student -behaviors or characteristics\
7 e

were called "student outcomes" and from this udy, test instruments
I

Athat woul measure 177 of these learner ou!es that were judged

"Eiasic" wer designed.. The CEMS pre-post estsshowed significant gains

of the project participants . Detaileeinfofmation together, with a

Summary of the testing is presented on page_ 26 in the .evaluation section

of this report.

-a(

Objective *9

A system of scheduling and transportation plan will be
that will ,coordinate with the target sc'hool's existing schedulinguling

.programh
.

The A&M Consolidated School. Distridlt worked vet>l'closely with the

project staff in correlating transportation arrangements with the needs

Hof the project partictpants.

uuring the development of the project proposal, estimated transpor-

tation costs were built into the proposal. When the Guidance Laboratory'

Phase began, records of mil's traveled and driver hours were kept. The

students left the high school campus at 9;30 A.M. by school bus and re-

turned to the school at 11:30 A.M. each day. Monthly bills were submitted



to the,Research Foundation in itemized form for payment* the A&M

Consolidated SchoollDiStrict's Office of Transporta-elon.

It was thought that-itUeuld.be necessary to have bot6-morning and

afttnjon bus routes during the Meritorship,Phase due to, mentors' schedules

en*students' scheduling problems. This did not materialize, however.--

All mehtorship arrangements requiring transportation were scheduledin

\the morAing; The drive 2chWuled stops across the campus adjacent $,(5

mentorshirrassilgnments for both arrivels and departures.

Studen1ts furnished their own transportation during the Working to
ternship'Phase.

Objective #10

I.""A- "Guide to Career-Education for the Gifted and Talented"
will be prep red. .

.

4

A monograph of the project in out-line format has been prepared for

use in the dissemination of information relaive to replication of the

prdject, Career Education for Gifted and Talented, High School Students.

The'intent of the monograph is to provide an overview of each phase of

the program plus task orientation and evaluation areas. This concise,

sequential approach should be very useful to schools seeking a fr e-
.

wor around which to build a program that will meet the unique needs f

multipotentialed student-.
w

,- copy of this monograph is contained in Appendix K.

Obj ctive #11

Each'student,partitipant will identify a career field and
an alternatiVerthat offers promise of fulfillment in
addition to achievement.

All participants identified career fields of primary interest and

S.
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I V711--bmise-for them, end the participants selections ve'included in the - ,

preceeding, section of this report (see Table # 1, page ).
14.

x -
-

.N

Ct'hM #12 1 W

Each student participant will be able to. describe 'Mg life>
style required* by the careers identifiedi- the dispositi-o9
and personal characteristics necessary for the careers and
the responsibilities that accompany the work. 4

Each 'articipant wyAte detailed descriptions o the areer fields

they identified as first and second choices from their interest areas.

Copies of the description which included a generalPdescription of the

career field, 'Occupations the field, lifestyle assoCiated with
a

this work, prepartion needed, future outlook for the field, reason for
.

choice, and expected income) were retainelop the student record folders
-4-

maintained by project staff for each pa)ticipant. These reports were

monitored by the project staff in accordance with project standards.

Descriptions that were lacking in inTormation were returned to-students

for more study. Project staff members assisted participants in seeking

information and in organizing the material.

Objective #13

Each participant will demonstrate increased positive attitudes
toward his regular school program.

Through the use of teacher and parent questionnaires, visitations

with school staff, and interaction with the student participants, project

staff gained evidence td indicate that the participants maintained their

positive attitudes toward their regular school programs or increased their

positive attitudes. Results of teacher and parent questionnair are

described in deta.i1'in the evaluation section of this report on pages 35

and 38.
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* Parents of studpnt,participant5will 'demonstrate increased
.

interest in and! awareness of ttareer selection 4process.
. ,

.

,

This- objective fwas modified as reported n the mid-year repor.
',s,

.
De ils of thil icmod. fation are listed on

Its
70 under Item 12,

Anti ipated Changes and/or Pr3blems.

. .

Questionnaires were mailed regularly to parents of sod nis for

evaluation purposes.. Parent conferens and telephone conmelations
yll..

..
. ..,
. . .

with krents provided additional information. The parents'aTmost ex-
,

clusivelndicatO they were pleased withithe, overall prograni. Many

made suggestions foi chans or improvetients in Ole program in the
,t'fr

Ycomment section ofithe evaluation. Many of these suggestidns were
,

incorporated durinj the year.
1

Copies of thelOesttonnaires and analy4is of the results are in-

cluded in the evaluation section of this report on:pages 34, 35, 50,

60 -61 and Appendix (0.,

e

iCt

11/mxis...



10. ProJect-PafticiOnts
fr

411i The numbers included on the Part pant Summary weirderiwed from

the forkpiwing groups:

--SWarligh.. All participants c.ped....twelfth grade standiftg'

prior to selection fo'r tht pr ject.

U

Teachers. All regular classroom teachers itt the highSchool who'

taught 'one or More of the project participants rece-Ned.a monthly
N

questionnaire on each student to try 'to measurL e impact of the
.

.
.

project and to obtain suggestiops for improvement.

Counselors. The ithreehigh school counselors worked very closely

with project personnel during each phiase of the project and were

most helpful in serving as.1' n between the high school faculty
.

and the project staff.

Adminisstrators. The project co-directors, principal investigathr;

school superintendent,,assistant superintendent, high school prin-

cipal, secondary curriculum coordinator and the director of public

relations ,had a very close working reqt.i-onship all during the

project. Without 'the enthusiastic support of the:scbotil's admin- .44AW

istrative staff, this program could not hAve enjoyed the success

that it'has achieved.

Members of the Business/Labor/Industry Community. These people

are the internship site-sTrvisors who were willing to provide

executive type internships to project 'participants.

University Professors. These people are primarily professors of

advanced studies at the unirsity wh provided mentorship x-

periences.to prof t participants.

2 4
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11. Evaluation

Be use of budget restrictions, evaluation was a major responsi-

bility of the project staff and not of the third party ev=aluator.

However, a third party evaluator (Educational Systems Associates, Inc.,

3445 Executive Center Drive, Suite 205? Austin, Texas 78731) was re-

tained to monitor all evaluation activities. The evaluation responsi-

bilities of Educational Systems Associates are described in Figure 1

and a copy of their evaluation report is contained in Appendix L: -

One of the first responsibilities of the project staff was to

develop an evaluation plan based .on the project proposal and a time

schedule for all evaluation activities. This evaluation plan and time

schedule was as follows:

EVALUATION PLAN - GIFTED & TALENTED7-15Rt6ECT

Phase 1 Guidance Laboratory Experience

EvalUation Activity Date

1 Records on expansion of
Guidansce Laboratory Sort 1076

2. Monitor progress of
research associates K
interns

3. Records on participatit
selection process

4. information packets for
studentt & parents

5. Profiles of participants
(GEMS, Career Maturity
Inventory, sps, etc.)

6. Parent reaction--use of
Parent Questionnaire

July 1976
:Juni, 1077

Responsibility

rolcon

Porman R4 Nash

Aug. Sept. 1976 Nash

Sept. Nov. 1976 Colson, Godsey,
Evers, MaSifield

Sept. Nov. 1976 Colson, Godsey,
Evers. Mayfield

End of Phase 1 Colson & Godsey
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Figure 1 .
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Project Evaluation Audit Plan

Beginning of Project

.Pre-Visit Analysis of
Objectives and Evaluation
Plan

. Review of Data Gathering
Processes.

. Review of Data Grhering
Instruments

. Initial Visit

.0n-site Audit of Evaluation
Process

. Review of Guidance Lab
Procedures

4.

C.

.Third On-site Visit

.Review of Working
Internship Procedures

.Review of Data Collected
in.Mentorship Phase

.Recommendations

I

.Second On-site Visit

.Review of Mentorship
Lab Procedures

.Review of Data Collected
in Guidince Laboratory
Phase

.Recommendations

_Final On-site Visit

.Review of Data Collected
Internship Phase

.observations Concerning
Replication

.Final Report



Evaluation Activity

7. Records on participants'
career choices & written
descriptions of career
fields chosen

8. Teacher Questionnaire

9. Student Questionnaire
evaluating Phase 1
activities

10. Records on scheduling
and transportation
plan

Date

End of Phase 1

End. of each month

Meelly on Friday

Sept. 1976 --
June 1977

Responsibility
f

Colson, Godseys-v,
Evers, Mayfield*

Godsey

Colson & Godsey

Colson

Phase 2 - Mentorship Laboratory Experience

Eve uation Activity,

1. Men orship Questionnaire--
impression& of mentors
& listing of student
activities

2. Student Questionnaire
evaluating Phase 2

t' activities

3. Monitor progress of
research associate
interns

. Information packet
for Mentors

5. Parent reaction- -
use of Parent
Questionnaire

6.. Teacher Questionnaire

7. Records on scheduling
and transportation plan

Date.

Midway through
Phase 2 and at
the end of
Phase 2

%

Weekly on Friday

July 1976,..
June 1477

Nov. 1976

Responsibility

Borman, Nash,
Colson

Colson & Godsey

Borman & Nash

Colson, Godsey,
Evers. Mayfield

End of Phase 2 Colson & Godsey

End of each month G9dsey

Sept. 1976- -
June 1977 651sicin

21



Phase-3 - Working Internship.:Experience

Evaluation Aeivity Date

22

Responsibility

. Intern Supervisor Midway through

Questionnaire--
Phase 3 and at Borman, Nash,

impressions of super- the end of .
Colson

visors & listing of Phase

student activities

2. Student Questionnaire
evalWating Phase 3
activities

3. 'Monitor progress of
research associates July 1976--

and interns June 1977 Borman & Nash

. Information packet
for internship

Colson, Godsey,

supervisors January 1977 Evers, Mayfield

5. Parent reaction - -use nn

of Parent Questionnaire Eid of Phase .3 Colson & Godsey

6. Teacher Questionnaire End of each month Godsey

7. Records on scheduling
and transportation Sept. 1976--

plan a June 1977 Colson

Weekly on Friday Colson & GodIty

8. Final Report and "Guide
to Career Educatiort for

the Rifted & Talented" May X ino 1977

Project Evaluation Activities and Results

Borman, Nash, Colson
Gorily Fvp o Mayfield

Using the format of the preceeding °valuation plan of the three project

phases, each evaluation activity listed by number is addressed narratively

in the following corresponding items.

PW'.SE 1 - GUIDANCE LABORATORY EXPERIENCE

1. Records on expansion of Guidance Laboratory:

Project records reflect materials existing in the Educational

Psychology Guidance Laboratorpprior to the project and the

materials that were either purchased with project funds or

obtained free of charge from organizations and 'associations

Materials in the Guidance Laboratory proved very sufficient
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based on student use and- student reaction.

.2. Monitor progress of research associates:

The project had one Research Associate being paid with project

funds. Two unPAid Interns who. were graduate students in the

College of Education at Texas A&M Uni versa tr volunteered their

services because of their interest in the project. The paid

Research Associate, Robert Godsey, is a doctoral studerit in the

Department of Educationl Psychology. Both the Interns and the

Resea.rch Associate have shown keen interest in the project and

have had or developed the needed competencies to meet their

responsibilities to the project. The Project Co-directors and

Principal Investigator monitored the progress of the Research

Associate and Interns through observations and frequent meetings.

1. 12cords on participant selection process:

The participant selection process was described in Section

9 of this report forty -six students were referred, fotytwo

of whom e-hoco to plyti,-;pato in tho t7erooning prnrocc Stncion,

foldorc containing tact information. audition results, infnv,

mation obtained fro school records. etc have he maintair'od

for all 4? st.wients participating in the screening process.

1W
For final selection, .a point-weighting-system was employed for

performances in each area and point totals calculated for each

student (see Appendices A, B, C). Students who participated

in the screening process but who were not selected as partici-

pants or alternates were provided information on their scores

on the various measurement devices and interpretations of the

findings.
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Information
"

packets for students and parents:

Pre-program information packets .were `developed and .given

to parents and students at a pre-program informational meeting.

Copies of the information packet are available in the project

files as described on page 11 under bjective Number 6.

5. Profiles of participants:

Four instruments were administered to participants during the'

Guidance Laboratory, including (1) the Strorig-Campbell Interest s-

Inventory of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (S.C.I.I.)

'(Campbell, 1974), (2) The Self-Directed Search (S.D.S.) by John

L. Holland (1970), (3) the survey instrument of the Career

Education Measurement Series (C.E.M.S.) developed by the Texas

Education Agency (1975) and (4) the Career Maturity Inventory

(C.M.I.) by John 0. Crites (1973). Each instrument except the

S.C:I.I. was readministored during fhcb finll vjczliolec of the

Internship.

Rosults frnm tha instvrimantSsnrvod dual fun,-tinn. 11,1rina

the Cmirtanra lahnvatnyv. thn instrumont posults aiciod in the

career rounsaling rrocas. farticipants gainod ravPor Awavcmcsqc

while the project staff gainod valuahlo insight into the indiviciuAl

participant's unique needs_ This isnsight was later utili7ed to

pair participants with mentors and Internship superviso

Seccindly, data generated by the instruments (together with

data /From instruments used in the se)ection process) yielded

compa/risons between participants as a group and norm groups

uponiwhich the instruments were Standardized. Comparing pre-

Guidiance Lab data with post-Internship data reflected on the

3
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participants' development throughout the school 'ear.

The S.C.I.I., administered only during the Gliidance 'Laboratory,

assigns the participant six scores corresponding to each of six

didiensions of personality including Realistic, Investigative,

Artistic, Social,(nterprising and Conventional. The theme

personality dimensions scored highest indicated the individual's

most likely area of interest as yell as his or her suggested

career fields. Each examinee was given a list of appropriate

occupational categories and specific occupations.'

Participants also listed several favored occupations prior

to the administration. The following comparisons were

made between participant's self generated lists of occupations

and those suggested from the Five percent of the par-

ticipants had no self-generated occupations reflected on the

S.C.I.T. Fifty-one percent had two occupations listed and

twenty percent of the participants had three self generated

ore.upations yeflected on the Th,, vast ,flajority -f

partiripants appeared to make apprnp,i7,in rmonc't hnrr ac

indicated by the c C.T.T resillfc

The examinee's career rhoice ic less likely to rhangp over

a period of time if the following patterns emerge from his/her

scores, according to'S.C.I.T. literature. First, both high and

low scores must occur among the six scores corresponding to the

six dimensions of personality. Secitd, the three highest scored

-dimensions must be contiguous to one another can the occupational

themes diagram of the S.C.I.T The first condition was met by
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only fifteen percent of the participants, but the second con
_

dition ::yet by sixty-three percent. Both conditions were

. met by only one participant. Perhaps the career.choi es of

these giftedoWnd talented students are likely to change o er

the yedrs.

The C.E.M.S. survey instrument was administered early in

the Guidance Laboratory and late in the Inte'rnship. The

C.E.M.S. assessed participants' career education skills in

terms of 26 sub-categories of learner outcomes. The instru-

ment was developed by the Texas Education Agency for use in

secondary school career education programs:- Examinee's per-
.

formance is not reported in terms of single score. Instead,

performance on each of the 26 sub-categories is rated sep-

arately as either achieving or failing to achieve set criteria.

Results from the pre - Guidance Laboratory administration of

the C.E.M.S. were as follows: Four of the 20 partirinAnts

or exceeded pc3rformance criteria on all 26 cntecioriec.

participants fell below criteria on only one cub c-atoclovN:

four participantc fell below ci iteria on thv'ee .1b-catecloYiPc:

and one participant fell below criteria on four' snb-cat000vie,

The following results from the post-Internship administration

of the C.E.M.S. is based on data from 17 of the original par-

ticip nts. Ten of the 17 participants met or exceeded perform-

an criteria on all 26 sub-categories. ,Six participants fell

below criteria on more than two sub-categories (see Table 3).

Improvement on the C.E.M.S. from pre-Guidance Laboratory to



Table 2

CMI. Norm.Group & Gifted- alente4
Group Mean Scores by S TestsA

Norm Group Pre-Guidance Lab

Competency Scale 14.5 15.8 .

2 14.43 18.7

3 12.9 16.1

4 171.89 16.6
0 5 9.5 14.5

Attitude Scale 38.97 38.8

27 '

Post-Internship

16.4

18.8

16.6

17.6

13.3

40.9

01/4 P
Table 3

CEMS Survey Instrument
Participants' Below Critetia, by Sub-Category .

(17 Participants CoMpleting Roth Administrations)

m
N
tJ
w

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1.4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 21 24 25 26
-,-4 _
f4 + + + ++ + + + + + + + 4- 4 T + 4 I + TU

ot'Co X X X X X X X )e . )e_ )e X )C
X X

,-4

1 + ,X X X X X X

m 2 X X
U

Cn

4.1

3 X +

4 X

cli

5z
X = Administered Pre,Guidance Laboratory
+ 7 Administered Post-Internship
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post-Internship is attributed to (1) benefit derived from

ticipation in the Career Educatibn Project, and/or (2) out=

side influences such as regular classroom instruction, and/or

(3) reactivity of-scores due to familarity of. the test on the

second administration.

Holland's Self Directed Search is unique beC111%. the par-

ticipant self-administers,'self-scores, and self-interprets

the instrument. The participant first compiles- a list of pre-,

ferred occupations and determines a three letter summary code

for each occupation. The summary code indicates the type of

personality .(Realistic,. nvestigative, Artistic,\Social,

Enterprising or Conventional) compatible with each occupation.

This first part of thd-S.D.S. is the ccupat.ional daydreams

section. Participants next respond to a series of scored items

vieldfng a second summary code.- This second code reflects the

individual's personality type hated on his/her responses. 12inally.

the occupational classifications hooklet generates occupations

most appropriatc, for the individual hasod on hic ov hmv cofiii
summary rode.

Complete pre-Guidance Laboratory and post-Internship S.O.S.

data.. acre available for sfx participants. Half of these changed

their first choice af occupational daydreams from first to

second' administrations. However, summary codes of occupalionaNJ

daydreams remained stable frOm one administration to the next

for most of these participants. . Furthermore, second summary

codes (based on responses to test items) also remained stable.

Fifteen participants respOnded to the atist-Intgrnship admin-
4.

istration of the S.D.S. First letters of both summary codes
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'ftto scored items were identical for eight individuals on this-

administration. The first letter of the scored items summary-

code was repeated in either the first or second position of

the occupational daydreams code in the case of 14 of the 15

participants. Favored occuliations from the occupational day-

dreams section were generally appropriate in the case of most

participants.

Critel,s.C.M.I. rates career maturity with six separate raw

scores converted into percentiles. The'attitude scale yields

One score per examinee, reflecting the following attitudinal , 1

clusters (Crites, 1973, page 3): involvement in career choice

process; orientation toward work; independence in decision

making; preference for career choice factors; conceptions of

the career choice process. The competency scale yields five raw

scores. each converted into percentiles, revealing each of the

following cognitive variable, (1) coif annuaigal. (?) (scr-yr-

tional infovmatnn, (1) ()nay c-In.fies,. (1)

problc.m solving

The gifted and talented group moan scoros incr.easod from pro-

Guidance Laboratory to post-internship for five sub-tests of

the C.M.I. The problem solving section was the only exception.

The ore-Guidance Laboratory group mean score on the attitude

scale was slightly below national norms, but rose slightly above

for the post-Internship administration. C.M.I. group mean scores

appear in Table 2, page 27.
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Data from instruments administered to,all nominges during

the selection processvere analyzed to determine
C

a method for

expediting the selection procedure. Thtse nine instruments

includdd the Lorge-Thorndike'Intelligence Test (1) verbal and

(2) non'-verbal I.Q.; the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

(3) werbal and (4) non-verbal creativity indicies; (0 the

Iowa Tests of Educational Development reading comprehension

percentile score; (6) Specific Talent Ability utilizing a mix-
*

ture of expert judgement and testing in the nominee'sA) n area

of talent as expr- on a 3 pointitcale; (7) School Success

measured by umulative grade average with a score of 100 as

maximum pos ible; (8) the Renzuli/Hartman Behavioral Characteris-

',tics Scale expressed as the sum of scores for all 4 scales; and

(9) Past Accomplishments rated on a 3 point scale from informa-

tion provided by the nominees

Multiple reorescinn analysis (Veldman.1967) was aced to doter

mino which of thp 0 inctriimpots wore, the. he'r:#

purposes of i)articipant selection

Multiple regression analysis may be considered a
general model for testing any Itipothesi cast in
the form of predicting a criterion from particular
sources of information (p. 294).

The goal was to develop an abbreviated participant selectior

procedure involving the least number of test instruments, yet

maintainjng a high degree of accuracy_ Multiple regression

analysis was particularly well suited to this task.

Two types of variables entered into the analysis. First, the

criterion variable corresponded 'to the set of scores (one per

f-
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nominee) uied to rank nominees for selection as participants

in the.project. This score was a composite of the nine in='

struments described pfeviously and included Information from

each instrument. The purpose of the regression analysis was

to develop an equation for estimating or predicting the cri-

terion variable from limited informatio'n known as thepredic-

tor variables. This technique yields a multiple-correlation

coefficient:

/...The square of a multiple- correlation coefficient
may be interpreted as the proportion of the variance

. of the criterion variable that is "explained" by the
predictors, in the sense that it is predictable. The
solution of a multiple-correlation problem'involves
the determination of a set of weights--one for each
predictor variable-,-which may be applied to each
subject's-set of predictor scores to yield a series of
composite predicted criterion scores (Veldman, 1967,
p. f81).

The predictor variables utilized were the two or three

screening instruments which "explained" or accounted for the

greatest proportion of the variance of the criterion yariahlp

Thus, in the future, participants for similar (lifted and

talented projects may he selected economically ucing fewer

selection instruments, yet with comparable accuracy. The

analysis was performed in the foil-owing way.

Criterion variable values were first computed by transforming

each subject's 9 selection instrument scores into standard

scores. This was accomplished by use of Veldman's (1967) analysis

of behavioral science data program Distat. Sut)jects' standard

scores were summed yielding one score per nominee. These summed
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scores may be used to rank, nominees for selection purposqs

instead of the system actually used in the'prqject.
.

Analysis of behavioral science data program Regran (Veldmin,
o

1967) was next utilito deterMine the best predictive

s 'Selection instruments. Summed standard scores were entered

as the criterion variable and each of- the nine selection in-

strument scores comprised the predictor variable. Output

t
-

from the correlation mitrix'indicated the folowing cori-ela-
if

i.I,

tions between the criterion variable and the nine predictor

e-
as,

-Pa*variables:' I.Q. verbSl = .69, reading comprehensi4n =

creativity non-verbal school grade average =:.51,

accomplishments = .45,.creativity verbal = .40, taint ability

= .35, Renzuli/Hartman = nonverbal = '.32.However.,

the iteration sequence produced the list of pre-.

dictors with accompanying R2 values: I_Q. verbal = .48, C,

Sot1!%
creati vity verbal = .67, school grade average - .7, accomplish-

ments = .86, I.Q. non-verbal .R9, talent ability -.: 91,,Renzuli/

Hartman ,==:3. reading romprehpncinn .94, and rreativity non-

verbal =- .96. This iteration sequence indicated that11.0:verbal

alone accounted for 48 percent of the variance of the'criterion

variable. I.Q. verbal plus creativity verbal accounted for .67

percent and I.Q. verbal plus creativity verbal plus school grade

average accounted for 75 percent of the variance.

Next, program Regran was utilized agajn with the same criterion

variable but with I.Q. verbal, creativi4y verbal an'd school grade

average as the only predictor variables . The following B weights
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were indicated: I.Q. verbal B = 2.4107, creativity verbal B

=.1.2672, school grade average B = 3.0823. Thesaccompanying

regression. constant wqs -262.2813. Each nominee's predicted

summed standard score (of all nine selection instruments) was

computed with the regres.sion equation onsisting of B weights

and regression constant. Each subject's 3 selection instrument

scores were multiplied by the indicated B ight, summed, then

added to the regressipp constant.

Finally, the predicted ranking of nomi -es, as generated by

the regression equation, was compared o the origin0 ranking

as generated by summed standard scored for all 9 selection \\

instruments. Only 4 of 20 nominees were erroneously "selected"

by using the regression eqUation. This seems remarkable since

only 3 of the original 9 instruments were used.

-11
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6. Parental Reaction to the Guidance Laboratory Phase

A questionnaire was developed to ascertain parental observa-

tions of the.impact of each of the three phases of the project on

the participants. The initial parent questionnaire (see'Appendix D)

was mailed at the completion of Phase 1, The Guidance Laboratory,

and 17 of the 20 parents responded. Overall, parental reactions

to the effectiveness of Fhe Guidance Phase were quite positive

(see Table 4, page 35). One parent indicated doubt regarding the

project and saw no usefulness in the questionnaire although he

responded positively? on three of the four questionnaire items.

Apparently the Guidance Phase did not interfere with school

activities as the majority (88%) of parents viewed Aeir children

as frequently or always showing interest and enthusiasm toward

completing school assignments. The activities of this phase can

be viewed as being stimulating to the participants in that88% of

the parents reported that their children frequently or always dis-
I\

cussed project activities at home. Furthermore, most (94%) of

the participants frequ
6t.

tly or always demonstrated positive atti-
.

tudes toward the project. Finally, 88% of the parents felt that

the participants frequently or always exhibited a realistic

approach toward selecting a career interest field. It should be

noted that no totally negative responses ("never") were obtained.

In view of the nature of the parental responses to the question-

naire'items and their frequent and generally positive comments,

it can be ccncludedthat, at least -from a parental standpoint,

the Guidance Phase of this project was successful.



Item #

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations for
Parent QuestionnaireItems.

Phase 1
Guidance Laboratory

Phase II
Mentorship

35

Phase III
Internship

1

2

M u 3.35
SD = .70
N = 17

M = 3.06
SD = .56
N = 17

March
M = 2.16

SD La .69
N = 19

M = 2.53
SD = .70
N =- 19

April
M = 2.16
SD = .69
N = 19

M = 2.53
SD = .70
N = 19

3. M- 3,47 M= 3.2 M= 3.2k
SD - .62 SD= .41 SD = .41.
N - 17 N = 20 . N - 20

4
1

5

6

7

9

M = 3.47
SD = .72

N = 17

M = 3.3
SD - .57

N = 20

M u 3.2
SD = .52
N.= 20

M = 3.5
SD = .69
N = 20

M = 2.3
SD - .66
N = 20

M = 3.2
SD = .77

= 20

M = 2.6
SD = .88

N = 20

M = 1.85
SD = .59

N =.20

M = 3.3
SD = .57
N-= 20

M = 3.2
SD = .52
N = 20

M = 3.5
SD .69
N = 20

M - 2.3
SD - .66
N = 20

11 M = 3.2
SD = .52
N = 20

1 = Never 1 = Strongly 1 =
2 = Seldom Disagree,
3 = Frequently 2 = Disagree 2 =
4 = Always 3 = Agree 3 =

4 = Strongly 4 =
Agree

M - 3.2
SD = .77

N = 20

M = 2.6
SD = .88
N = 20

M.= 1.85
SD = .59
N = 20

M = 3.2
SD = .52
N = 20

M = 2.31
SD = .85
N ="13

M = 2.36
SD = .84
N = 14

M= 3.29
SD= .61
N = 14

M s 3.50
SD = .52
N = 14

M = 3.38
SD = .77
N = 13

M - 3.36
SD = .74
N = 14

M - 2.36
SD = 1.01
N = 14

M = 3.57
SD = .65
N = 14

M - 2.64
SD = 1.01
N = 14

M = 1.86
SD = 1.10
N = 14

M = 3.46
SD = .52
N = 13

Strongly 1 = Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Disagree 2 --.Disagree
Agree 3.= Agree
Strongly 4 = Strongly
Agree Agree

*The Questionnaire administered during the Guidance Phase had only 4 items.

id
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These responses are directly related to the attainment'of t

Objectives #13 and 14 listed in the Major Activities section of

this report.

7. Records on Participants' Career Choices and Written Descriptions
of Career Fields Chosen

Through Phases 1 and 2 of the project both the 15 participants

and five alternates were able to participate in all project

activities. Since some students selected the same mentors, and

the mentors were willing to serve more than one student with

the same financial reimbursement as if they had only one student,

it meant that all 20 students participated in the Mentorship

Phase of the project. Through participation in the Guidance

Laboratory, each participant identified career interest areas.

Career choices at two different points in the project have been

listed in Table 1, page 5.

At the end of the Guidance Laboratory each participant wrote

A detailed deqcription of his/her first choice of a career field

and a deScription of his/114.4csecond choice. These descriptions
,

included the following information:

1. General description of the field

2. Occupations within the field

3. Lifestyle associated with this work

4. Preparation needed

. Future outlook for the field

Reason for choice

Expected income.



Copies of these career field descriptions were retained in the

student record folders that were maintained for each participant.

8. Teacher Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed to elicit teacher observations of

the students' classroom behavior during their participation in

the project (see Appendix E). The Teacher Questionnaire was

administered at the end of each month (except December) during

the Guidance Phase to teachers at A&M Consolidated High School

who had the 20 participants in their clAses.

Overall the teacher responses were consistently favorable re-

garding the participants' classroom behavior (see Table 5, page 38).

The teachers concurred with the parents (see item 6, page 34)that the

Guidance Phase of the project did not appear to interfere with

school activities. Regarding the completion of classroom assign-

ments, almost all of the Students found time to complete all

assignments. During September and October, 97% frequently or al'-

ways completed their work; for November this increased to 99%

completing all work. Student interest.in the coulee content also

remained at a consistently nigh level. In September all (100%)

Of the students frequently or always exhibited interest toward the

course content. During October and November this decreased slight-

ly to 97%.

Cooperation with peers during classroom activities was also rated

at the extreme positive end of the scale. Throughout the Guidance

Phase, only one to three-percent of the students exhibited uncoopera-

tive behavior in the classroom. Likewise the students rarely dis-

rupted class. Approximately 98% never or seldom disrupted class



Item #

1

2.

3

4

5

Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations for
Teacher. Questionnaire Items

Phase I
Guidance Laboratory

Phase II
.Mentorship

Phase III
Internship

Sept Oct Nov

M = 3.80 M = 3.76 M = 3.78 Mi= 4.73 M = 4.81
SD = .48 SD = .45 SD = .45 SD = .59 SD = .51
N = 85 N = 72 N = 72 N = 55 N = 42

M = 3.89 M = 3.83 M = 3.90 M = 4.80 M = 4.81
SD = 35 SD = .44 SD = .35 SD = .62 SD = .45
N = 84 N = 76 N = 70 N = 55 N = 42

M = 1.13 M = 1.13 M = 1.10 M = 1.24 M = 1.19
SD - .40 SD = .38 SD = .39 SD - .69 SD = .45
N = 85 N01 75 N = 70 N = 55 N = 42

M= 3.75 M- 3.68 M= 3.77 M = 4.60 M = 4.85
SD = .43 SD = .52 SD = .48 SD = .68 SD = .36
N = 85 N = 75 N= 71 N = 55 N = 41

M = 3.59 M = 3.48 M = 3.76 M = 3.47 M = 4.10
SD = .65 SD = .70 SD = .59 SD = 1.53 SD = 1.19
N = 80 N = 69 N = 63 N = 55 N = 39

li

1 = Never 1 = Never 1 = Never
2 = Seldom 2 = Rarely 2 = Rarely
3 Frequentl,y 3 = 'Sometimes' 3 = Sometimes
4 = Always- 4.= Frequently 4 = Frequently

5 ='Very Frequently 5 = Very Frequently
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in September, 99% in October and 97%in November.

The final item of the Teacher Questionnaire concerned the stu-

dent's sharing of information gained through project experiences.

Although very positive responses were obtained to this item (96%

frequently or always shared in September, 94% in October, and 96%

in November), the comments of the teachers indicated a lack of

clarity regarding whether the project experiences referred to

were class project experiences or the Career Education Project

experiences. Therefore, the validity of this item is questionable.

Some of the teachers also stated that the Teacher Questionnaire

MAS3ot entirely applicable to certain students. A few students

were well advanced for the class in which they were enrolled

and were actually pursuing independent studies in the class.

Several students were taking classes by correspondence or .

conference rather than attending class in order to partici-

pate in the'Career Education Project. .Based on such teacher

comments, the Teacher. Questionnaire was revised for the Feb

ruary, 1977, administrkplon.

9. Student EVal uati oft AkAtirtinc Laboratory Activities

Phase 1--GutdakOtte eport (see Appendix f) was administered

to the 20 student partiCipants on Fridays during the first phase

of the project. Students were not required to indicate their

names except for the first administration. The students' evalua-
.

tions were read carefully by the project staff and considered

seriously in the planning of future activities in the

Guidance Laboratqry.

Overall, the students indicated that they benefited most from
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guest speakers, field trips, and activities involving group dis-

cussions. They disliked the quantity of testing that was required,

but felt that the interpretation of the test scores wes helpful.

The general consensus seemed to be that testing was a neces4ary

part of the Guidance Laboratory experience, but that the pro-

cedure was somewhat inefficient as the tests appeared to be re-
A

dundant or conversely, appeared not to adequately sample the

range of possibilities.

The fact that guest speakers and field trips were viewed as

especially beneficial is substantiated by the students' requests

for.the inclusion of more such activities in the Guidance Labora-

tory. Initially, they requested speakers and trips covering the

spectrum of career opportunities. However, as the Guidance

Laboratory progressed, requests-Tor speakers and trips in specific

areas increased. As career interests crystallized, the students

began to express more interest in obtaining information related

to their identified career area(s) and to preparation for that
,.:k.

occupation.- Thus, interest in dppropriate colleges and training
1

requirements' increased.- The need for more individual contact

with the various career fieVds was also-expressed as the Guidance

Laboratory progressed. In summary, the needs identified by the

students seemed to follow this general trend: first, general

exposure to the range of career alternatives; second, more

specific information in several career areas of interest; and-
,

finally, detailed information on one particular occupation, in-

cluding such facts as training requirements and specific examples

of the types of activities involved in that career.

I
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10. Records on Scheduling and Transportation:

The scheduling and transportation plan was described in

Objective 9, page 13 of this report. Careful records were main-

tained of miles traveled and driver hours for the school bus used

to transport students to and from the Texas A&M University campus.

PHASE 2 - MENTORSHIP LABORATORY EXPERIENCE

I. Mentor/Supervisor Questionnajre.

The Mentor/Supervisor Questionnaire (see Appendix G) was

developed to ascertain each mentor's reactions to his participa-

tion in the .Gifted and Talented Career Education Project. The

questionnaire items concerned the following areas: (a) the ade-

kuacy_of the mentor's information regarding the project and

responsibilities to the project, (b) the Mbntor's observations

regarding the student's knowledge of 'and attitude toward the

career field, and (c) the ,mentor's evaluation of the meaning-

fulness of partiCipation in the projeCt. The questionnaire was

administered twice, once a tp oximate1y midway' through Phase 2,

and again at the close of Phase 2. Me.ans and standard deviations

for each item are presented in Table 8, .page 54.

Overall, the mentor reactions to the project Were highly posi-

tive. Only one mentor felt the project had been inadequatply

explained, to him; initially, this individual also found the infor-

mation packet to be somewhat lacking regarding the description4,

of his responsibilities to the project. All of the remaining

mentors who responded to the questionnaire indicated that the

description of the project.and the informatiop packet were help-
,

ful. Although the majority of .the mentors (86% in )January acid
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77% in March) felt that the time spent with the students was

sufficient, their.comments indicated a need for greater flexi-

bility in the scheduling of the Mentorship experience. One

,r6Current suggestion was that longer periods of time be alloted

two or three days a week rather than the.current short periods

(about one hour) on a daily basis. Very few of the mentors

(ibout 6) met with the project staff on a weekly basis. Of

these, only one initially indicated that the conferences were

1

beneficial, but by the eild of

)

the Mentorship Phase, five of the

six responded positively re arding the helpfulness of these

meetings. finally, the majority of the mentors (75% in January

and 69% in March) agreed that their participation in the project

caused no significant inconvenience in fulfilling their job--

related responsibilities.'

Most of the mentors also reacted. positively to the students'

knowledge of and attitude toward the career area. Approximately

three-fourths of the mentors judged their students to demonstrate

adequate knowledge-of the career field at the beginning of the

Mentorship experiences This ,finding can be interpreted as sub-

stantiating the success of the Guidance Laboratory Phase of this

project. AlmostrAcross,the board the students exhi ited positive

attitudes and enthusiasm toward the career field. Ad "tionally,

the responding mentors concurred with the label of g

participating students in seventeen out of twenty cases.

d for the

One of

those not rated as gifted by the mentor was an alternate.

Finally, 100% of the mentors felt that the mentor-student rela-

tionship was meaningful in terms of discussions held, ideas ex-

changed, and experiences shared.. All except one mentor indicated
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a willingness to serve again in the mentor capacity should the

opportunity arise. The reaton given by the dissenting individual

was his opinion that mentors should not be in administrative roles;

he stated that he would decline as long as he held his adminis-

tratiVe position. The willingness of the mentors to participate

again in a similar project indicates their view of the experience

as 'worthwhile and can be taken to demonstrate the success of the

Mentorship Phase of the project.

2. Student Evaluation of Phase 2 Activities

A questionnaire was developed to allow the students to evaluate

the activities dtA-ing the Mentorship experience. The student

mentOrship questionnaire (see, Appendix H) was administered four

times, once in December, 1976, once in January, 1977, and at the

beginning and end of February, 1977. These times corresponded

to the bi-monthly meetings of the Mentorship seminar, completin

the questionnaire being part of the seminar activities.

According to the students' responses to the Bentorship

ence, this phase of the project was quite ben4icial (see Table 6,

page 44). Most of the students felt that they had benefited
0

from the Mentorship experiences, and also that the supervision

during Mentorship had been helpful. The majority of the students

felt that the Mentorship activities had been appropriate for their

level of understanding; that is, the activities Were neither too

.difficult nor too easy for them. Initially, only 23% of the stu-

dents indicated that their career plans'had changed as a result

of Mentorship, but by the ct6se of the Mentorship 'Phase, 34%

51



Item #

1

2

Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations for
Student ,Memporship Questionnaire

December*

M = 3.5
SD =( . 51

N = 18

M = 3.11
SD = .68
N = 18

3 M = 1.78
SD = .55
N = 18

4

/5

6

/

M = 1.50
SD = .62
N = 18

M = 2.88
SD = .78
N = 17

M = 3.22
SD = .43
N = 18

M = 2.19.
SD = .75
N = 16

M = 1.76
SD = .44 SD
N = 17

44

Jantry* February 4 February 24.

M =
SD =
N =

3.53
.87

17

M =
SD =
N =

3.62
.65

13

M =
SD =
N

3.75
.45

16

M = 3.18 M = 3.15 M.= 3.44
SD = .88 SD= 1.07 SD = .51
N = 17 N = 13 N = 16

N = 1.71 N = 1.83 N = 1.88
SD = .69 SD = .83 SD = .72
N = 17 N = 12 N = 16

M = 1.69 M = 1.58 M ,= 1.38
SD = .87 SD = .67 $D - .81
N = 16 N = 12 N = 16

M = 3.07 M 113.09 M = 2.80
SD = .80 SD = .54 SD - 68
N = 15 N = 11 N = 15

M = 3.18 M = 2.92 M = 3.00
SD = .53 SD = .49 SD - .65
N = 17 N = 13 N = 15

M = 2.25 M = 2.75 M = 3.00
SD = .68 SD = .89 SD = .74
N = 16 N = 8 N = 12

M = 1.4 M = 1.78 M = 1.82
= .52 SD = .44 SD = .40

N = 10 N = 9 N = 11

1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Agree
4 =. Strongly Agree

*Only one citiestionnaire was used during each of hese months due Christmas
holidays.

4
**1 = No
2 = Yes

J2'
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stated that their career plans had changed.

In December, all (100%) of the students viewed their contact

with the project staff as adequate. This percentage, gradually

declined so that by the end of Phase 2,20% disagreed with the

statement that contact with the staff was adequate. However,

no comments were given to indicate in which respect the contact

was inadequate.

Regarding the students' reactions to the effectiveness of their

preparation for Mentorship, 63%, _felt that the Guidance Laboratory

had not adequately prepared them. Again the comments were not

revealing of which aspects .were viewed as inappropriate or irrele-

vant. One student stated that it was not very helpful and there-

fore could, have lasted_a much shorter length of time (one week).

Another student also expressed a similar idea in stating that

"80% of the Guidance Lab was a waste of time." A few students

felt it\was not benefidial since they had already made their

career choice before the project began. Others said they learned

nothing new during the Lah... By the end- of the Mentorship Phase,

many of the students changed their opinion on this question, with

75% stating that the Guidance Laboratory had adequately prepared

them for Mentorship experiences. The comments did not indicate

A reason for this change, other than that thestudentsTemed

pleased with their Mentorship placement.. Thus, it is possible

that many students viewed the Guidance Laboratory as a situation

that must be experienced in order to be placed in the Mentorship

and Internship Phases. One studeht stated, "It (Guidance Lab)

3
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wasn't worth anything for me! My placement was good, though."

SiMilarly, another comment was,"Placement wasgreat--but I don't

_think the Lab helpeiorie in deciding." A third student indicated

that she -had been unable to explore-one field in which she was

interested, and she also indicated'the need far the laboratory to

be "more organized and more mind searching."

For the students in retrospect, the posivrOe aspects of the

Guidance. Phase seemed to be the exposure to a variety of career

fields, the chance to do-researc_h on various carers, access to

materials otherwise unavailable, and the knowledge gained from

the test interpretations. L.

.

Duri Rj he Mentorship Phase, each participant was required to

keep a daily 1 o of activities'. These provided the staff personal

participant input as-well as documentation of mentorship activi-

ties for project evaluation. The logs served as topics for dis-

cussion by the participants during the seminars.

Overall, the logs supported the general positive response of

the student mentorship evaluation questionnaires. The logs

revealed that not one participant was totally dissatisfied with

the Mentorship.Phase. One log revealed a period of ambivalence

about the career area the participant had chosen which began to

resolve itself-as the 1tudent neared the Internshi Phase. -Three

logs indicated.participant frustration with t rigors of ollege

academic work experienced in their mentorship. These participants'

were pursuing their mentor experience in the same academic depart-

ment. Their particular program was very structured and involved

writing, a- regq0.r-paper..ancl. attending undergraduate classes.
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Although the mentors encompassed fourteen academic disciplines

and executed their individual mentor14'responsibilities in different

ways, the logs indicated several commonalities among the mentor-
/

ship'experiences. Some commonalities were: field trips, experi-

ment library research, attendance of college classes, operation

of equipment/sophisticated machines related to career area and

productiori of final product (see Table 7, page 48).

Perhaps the most important commonality (in terms of student im-

pact) was that the majority of studebts indicated that their

,.xrespective mentors spent a significant amount of time discussing

individual student goals and needs. Thus, mentors provided the

students realistic insights into academic and professional as-
.

pects of their career areas. Representative quotes from the daily

logs which support the aforemeot-foned pot:itions rollow!

Area of Mentorship--Physics

"We discussed possible career opportunities for me, and the.`
adyantages and disadvantages. He said I have an advantage
(io college or job-seeking) because I nm.a woman, and there-
fore a sought-after minority. He said my ability would heir
me, but nearly everyone in physics has better than averaq"
ability, and many are extremely talented, so I will have
much competition. He also emphasil(ed that acariemic and
Working worlds are very diffeYent'z and su,ro,te. ;, 00
riooc not guaranteia c(Jrrecc in the, nthor

Area of Mentorship--Education

-"I never realized how difficult it was to teach simple
mathematical facts to elementary students...this experience
has convinced me that I will enjoy teaching."

Area of Mentorship--Marketing

"I'm not the only person in this (college) drassroom
that is bored to tears--ttie girl to my right is Scribblino
all over her paper and there i(c a cadet who keepc
asleep."



Table 7

MENTORSHIP ACTIVITIES

Mentor
Attend

Classes

Conduct

Experiments

Operates

Machinery

Research

Library

Field

Trips

Professorial

Duties (Conferences

Individual Final

Products

.

Adams X
.

X

Boone* X
. 'X

.f

Chastain
.

X X X X
,

,

Gaines*
.

X X
.

Gillespie X X X

Rracht X X X X X,

LeUnes X X X X X X

Naugle
. X M X l

X

Teer X X X X X
,

.

X

Webb X X

.

X
,

X X

Wenck* X

X

a... . ..

v

X X

Woods . X

X

....

X

....a .. a. .e ....,... ..2 ..a ...

X

LI ..w...mV.a.a.

Youngblood X

.

...../*..

X

mentorship gr,,rtritP1 , ' "1' tHrt II.,.
,1111Qir
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Area of Mentorship--Psychology

"I think I might'really like working with mentally retarded
children; if I could take all of the hassle that goes with
that sort of job."

Area of,Mentorship--Entertainment

"Talked a-lot with (the mentor) today. He is a truly unique
. .and wonderful man. Actually, everyone has been so good to
me. They have all taken, time, their own personal time, to-.
help me. Not just anyone would do that or have-the patience."

Area of Mentorship--Music

"Even though I was really just initiated into the "boring"
side of music, I really learned a lot by just being around
people Who have made a career of music."

Area of Mentorship--Communications

"I've decided that one of the best things about this ex-
perience has been the godd feeling you get when you spend
-a lot of time with something and can see some tangible
results."

Finally most of the students looked forward to the hi-monthly

seminars during the Mentorship Phase.. They liked the oppoYtunit%

to hear about other's exnerienc,,s and to share their own. Thisc

who did riot lnok fnrward to hiMOnthly '-aminavC aenar7Olv

dicatod on of three reasons: ') they did not c'ni"Y the Inas

they were.'required to maintain. or h) they enjovod the MWnto,

ship experiences co much that they would profev to meet with

their mentors, or c) they were neutral towards the seminars (nnt

disliking them but not looking forward to them).

3. Monitor Progress of Research Associate and Interns

dip

The Research Associate and the two Interns were enthusiastic

about this phase of the program. Tt afforded them opportunities

for contact with various academic disciplines on the campus. They

assisted the Principal Investigator with student placements and
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with monitoring procedures. The Research Associate was also

helpful in taking slides and photographs. of the various

placements.

It was the task of the Research Associate and Interns to

mail out questionnaires and to tabulate results. They shared

their observations at staff meetings and helped in planning

for Phase 3.

4. Information Packet for Mentors

An information packet was developed that was presented to

each mentor at the time placement was al-ranged. It contained

information oh each ofthe three phases of the program as,well

as facts concerning career education, career guidance, gifted

students and high school credit: All of these and other areas

were covered verbally. but the packet served as a reference for

the mentor latpv Of (...ourso, prnic,-t s#7.(r

when l'he menfor ,escideri accistarwe

Thp parkpt wnc rvorare.i -11,11 7, w.-,N f

rh/Vina rhak7P / Wc01

5 rarpt Questinnnaire

cololel he. vree,e4

As previously stated, the parent questionnaire was revised

and adMinistered at the completion Of the Mentorship Phase.

All 20 rents responded to the revised questionnaire. In

general the reactions demonstrated that the Gifted and Talented

Career Education Project definitely had an impact on the p6r-

ticipants (see Table 4, page 35). A few (31%) of the par=ents

perceived that their children had become more interested in high
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school academics since participation in the project; many (42%)

also noted increased interest in high-school extracurricular

activities. All (100%) of the parents felt that participation

in the project had resulted in more realistic career decision-

making on the part of their children.. A large majority (95 %)

indicated that their children discussed career alternatives with

them, and an equal number (95%) believed that the career educa-

tion project had influenced their children's future planning.

Similarly, 90% felt that their children had obtained more real

istic views. of college-life as a result of the Mentorship

Phase. About 30% of the parents felt hat their children had

changed career goals as a result of parti:eipation in the project;

apparently the remaining 70% retained the career goals they had

established before the project_ All but 10% of the parents re-

sponded that their childrevi had decided to attend college prior

to the rrojPrt., About gglY fplt this derision was strengthened

thyugh the proie-t ewppri-ncos: 10% holiavad that their chilfivc.,,

had cholar'd their dAr i c i nn rpa-4pHina collpqp attondancp ar: a

result of pay4-ir.;raf-i,n in $h, pynipet.

parent indicated that their

with them.

Finally. all hut one

r-hildren shAr'pri project experienrpc

In response to the item regarding the most beneficial aspects
41^

of the project, parents generally indicated exposure to career

alternatives, contact with professionals in the career'areas,

and more specific information about chosen career fields.

Factors listed as least beneficial included the interest tests,

Guidance Phase,'and subjects missed at high school or college.
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6. Teacher Questionnaire

I
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The revised form of the teacher questionnaire was administered

at the close of the Mentorshi p Phase. As was found.in the Guidance

Phase, the Mentorship experiences did not seem to interfere with

-the project participants' scholastic achievement nor their atti-

tudes toward school. According to their teachers almost all (96%).

of the students frequently or very frequently completed all assign-

ments, and 93% were frequently interested in the subject content

of the course. Most (93%) of the students were cooperative with

their peers during classroom activities, and only one student

showed disruptive behavior in the classroom very frequently.

About half (51%) of the students frequently or very frequently

shared information gained through the career education project

experiences (see Table c, page 18).

Records on se-hpriuling nn

Moving the Mc*vitorchip Phase of the VvOic4rt. tvAn-PrIVA-atinn "

the Mentorship location was provided. The proiert voihursPd

the srhooi district for the cost of the drivPr and for mileage

incurred? Records of both hours and mileage were submitted to

the fiscal agent for reimbursement.

The bus route stopped directly adjacent to campus Mentorship

sites so that a. minimum of time was spent in travel. The school
#

was willing to schedule both a morning and an afternoon route,

but all students chose the morning time slot.
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PHASE- - WORKING INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

a

12 Mentor/Supervisor Questionnaire

The Mentor/Supervisor questionnaire (see Appendix G) was also

administered to the Internship supervisors. Reactions to their

participation in the Gifted and Talented Career Education Project

were obtained on two separate occasions- -once midway through the

Internship Phase,and again at the completion of the Internship

Phase. The responses were generally quite positive (see Table 8,

page 54). Only. one supervisor felt that the project had been in-

-adequately described, and two supervisors indicated that they had

never received the information packet. The remaining super-

visors all agreed that the explanations to them regarding the

project were sufficient and that the information packets were

helpful. Initially, 91% of the supervisors stated that the time

allotted to them with students was adequate. However, by the

completion of this phase. 3E declared that the time schedule

needed some adjustment Several of the supervisors indicated

that they would prefer having the studInts work for them for

longer periods of time\,each day. Another stated that there

should be more flexibility in the timing arrangements. All but

one of the supervisors felt that the students entered the Intern-
.

shiO-Pbre 13.th adequate preparation; 100% felt that the students

demonstrated positive attitudes and enthusiasm toward their career

fields. However, at the completion of the Internship Phase, one
44

supervisor disagreed with the statement regarding student display

of a positive attitude and enthusiasm. This reaction was due to

the supervisor!s feelings that the student had not yet definitely

61



Table 8

Means and Standard. Deviations for
Mentor/Supervisor Questionnaire

Item # Mentorship' Internship

January March April May
1 M - 3.06 M = 3.23 M = 3.36 M = 3.17

SD = .44 SD = .44 SD = .67 SD = .58
N - 16 N = 13 N = 11 N = 125

2 M - 3.06 M = 2.92 M = 2.50 M = 3.00
SD - .25 SD- .28 SD = .93 SD - 1.04
N - 16 N = 13 N = 8 N 7 12

3 M= 3.07 M = 2.92 M = 3.09 M = 2.73
SD = SD = 1.04 SD = . SD = .65
N = 15 N = 13 N = 11 N = 11

4 M = 2.88 M 2.77 M= 3.:441 M = 3.33
SD = .62 SD = .60 SD = .54 SD = .49
N = 16 N = 13 N = 11 N = 12

5 M = 3.19 M= 1.69 M = 3.55 M = 3.58
SD = 1.05 SD = ,48 SD = .52 SD = .67
N - 16 N 13 N= N 12

6 M - 2.14 M = 7.181 M = 2.63 M - 7.50
SD = 1R 'D= 41 RD - 07 RD - 7A

- 7 N - 6 N R N R

7 M - 3.88 M - 3.83 M - 3.45 M = 33
CD = .IA RD .1f) cD - .10 cD}--'1" .40
N 1 N 17 N 11 N 17

M 1.19 M 1.15 M 1.18 M - 3.33
SD a .R1 RD .= .Q0 SD - .60 SD .49
N 16 N ^ 13 N - 11 N r 17

-
9 M = 3.56 s .1 - 3.38 M = 3.40 M = 3.55

A SD = .63 SD = .51 SD = .52 SD = .52
N = 16 N - 13 N - 10 N - 11

10 M= 3.5 M= 3.77 M= 3.91 M= 3. 75
SD - .82 SD = .44 SD = .30 SD = .45
N = 16 N = 13 N = 11 N.= 12

= Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Agree
4.= Strongly Agree
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decided on a career. Several of the supervisors did not respond

to the item on the benefit derived from meetings with the project

staff. Many of these indicated that they had not attended such

meetings. All (100%) of the supervisors stated that their rela-

tionship with the students was meaningful, and all of them also

indicated a willingness to serve in the supervisory capacity

again. Only one supervisor indicated 'that any major inconvenience

had occurred as a result of participation in the project. The

difficulty,in this case seemed to be in finding blocks of time

to spend with the student on a daily basis. All of the supervisors_

agreed with the label of gifted students, and the comments were

most complimentary of them.

2. Student Evaluation of Internship Activities

The students evaluated the activities of the Internship Phaco

on two differont occasions, nnep approximatpl% midway throt)oh

the phacp and a cpcnn4 timc, at tho enmplptiop of the phaco ihp

studPnt quectinnnaire (sea Appendix 11) (onrerned the relevaore of

experiences in the Mentorship rhace and rotiriaora lahnrRtnry to

Internship experiences, usefulness of the internship. adequacy of

Internship placement, and feelings regarding the appropriateness

of career choice. Suggestions for changes in th0 Internship

arrangements were also requested.

Overall, the students resporided positively to all items (see

Table 9, page 56). Initially, one student felt that Mentorship

experiences were rarely related to Int*rnship experiences, but by

the completion of the Internship, all students felt that Mentorship

experiences were related to Internship experiences, "sometimes"

0
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7

Item-#

5

Table 9

Means and Standard Deviations for
Student Internship Questionnaire

March

e'

May

56

1

2

3At

3B

3C

4

5

M = 3.83
SD - .94

= 12

M = 2.82.
8,15 - 1.17
N = 11

M = 4.83
SD = .39
N - 12

M = 4.67
SD = .49
N - 12

m - 4.50
sD .80

N - 19

M - 4.17
SD .72
N - 12

M = 3.78
SD = .67
N = 9

M = 4.50
SD = .52
N = 12

1 - Never
2 = Rarely
3 Sometimes
4 = Frequently
5 = Very Frequently

M = 3.83
SD = .83
N = 12

M = 2.42
SD = .79
N = 12

M = 4.17
SD = 72
N = 12

M = 4.50
SD = .52
N - 12

M = 4.08
QD - 1.0R
N 12

M - 3.92
SD - .7Q
N 17

M = 3.50
SD = 1.09
N = 12

M = 4.83
SD = .39
N = 12

v
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to "very frequently" (sometimes = 42%; frequently-=.33%; and very

, frequently = 25%). The Guidance `Laboratory was viewed as rele-
j,(4

vant much less frequently. Midway through the Internship, 55%

of the students stated that the Guidance Lab was rarely relevant)

to Internship experiences. By thee close of the Internship,. 50%

stated that the GUidance Lab was rarely relevant and 18% felt

that it was never, relevant to Internship experiences.

The magOrity of the students felt that they were benefiting

from the Internship. At the completion of the Internship, 83% of

rg

the students, indicated that they frequently or very frequently had

gained insight into the life styles of those in t eir career

field; 100% had frequently or very frequently gained insight

their own needs and interests; and 84% had frequently or ve

frequently gained information about their chosen career field.

As a result of the project experiences, 83% were convinced that

their career ahoi-e was right for them. All of the students

stated that their' int-ernship plarement sometimes tn very frequently

-orrespondPri well to their rarppr fiplei interest. All of the ctir

dents were. pleased with their Tnternship plIcement; P3% stated

that they were very frerprerthly pleaed_ aw 17"1/ wpr-0 frpflurItIV

pleased.

Most of the suggested changes for the Internship Phase concerned

. time arrangements. Several of the students suggested Mtking the

Internship Phase longer, others suggested that it be scheduled

during the summer in order to allow for more flexible schedules

and longer working hours. One student suggested that more field

work b*incorporated into the interAship Phase, and another desired

to be assigned more work.

t1 c.1
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The students were also asked to list, typical activities occur-

ring in Internship. The experiences reported varied widely. Th

students indicated that for the most part they really had no-set

routine; instead, they sampled a variety of activities in order

to gain expowre t/ many facets of their career area. However,

a few of the students did have set responsibilities;. one student

had his own radio program; another was responsible for developing

a computer inventory system. The following response is represent-

ative fat-the diversity-of experifnces each student obtained during

internship:

"I have been involved in "roughnecking" on a-core-boring
rig and bringing the core soil samples back to the lab
and testing them...I have been surveying all over East
Texas, using chains, plumbobs and transits...I have been
plotting core-boring sites on large maps for a Conoco
refinery in Louisiana. I have worked side-by-side with all
types of people and have enjoyed the work very much.!'

'The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (E.P.P.S ) was a4

ministered during the final weeks of the Internship. The

E.r.P.s. yields percentile scores for each of l5 variables,

including achievement, deference, order. exhibition, autonomy.

intraception, succorance, dominanre, abasement.
a

nurturance, change, endurance, heterosexuality and aggression.

High percentile scores indicate strong manifest needs associated

with each of the variables. Participants completed the E.P.P.S.

individually,-then raw scores were averaged separately for six

mares and for nine females. Averaged raw scores were converted

into percentiles-yielding-a single profile for males and another

for females. These profiles represent common manifest needs of

the gifted and talented students. Conversion to percentiles

was baged en norms for college students.

GE;

AO
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The female's strongest manifest needs included "exhibition,
-

autonomy, and change. Each of these variables were scored above

the 80th percentile... Exhibition represents. a need to interact.,

socially outgoing and clever way and to be noticed byon

oothers'. Th s corresponds to the project staff members' appraisals

of the participants. The need for, autonomy involves doing as

one pleases, avoiding required conformity, criticizing authority

and generally directing one's own life. Late adolescents preparing

to leave the family of origin are expected to exhibit such needs.

. Perhapi the group's high leiel of creativity adds to their desires

for autonomy, as well as for change. The last high scoring

variable represents a need to experience new events and new people,

to travel, and to experiment with new jobs and new routines.

The females showed least need for deference, order and

affiliation. Deference refers to folTowinq instructions.,

and suqqestinnc from Others, conformity and praise of other

The need for order inclucloc ovgani7ation in planning and

routine patterns for living low affiliation suggests that

these women participants .in not neeri strong attachments

among fiends, loyalty cyr.m fviszlids and partiripatinn in

groups.

Male participants demonstrated the greatest needs for hetero-

sexuality, exhibition, and achievement. Heterosexual needs

involve interactions witOtSae.. of the opposite sax, dating,

discussions about sex and sexual excitement. Exhibition is the

same for males as was previously described for females. Achieve-

ment needs include -desire to do one's best, to accomplish tasks

and ability to perform better than others.
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Males scored lowest on nurturance, affiliation and change:

Lack of manifest need in these areas is particularly interest-

ing because females also .scored low in affiliation, but highest

in change. Low needs for nurturance are associated with little

willingness to help others, to treat others with kindness and

to have others confide about personal problems.

3. Monitor-Progress of ResearchAssociate and Interns

During the Working Internship Phase, the project administrators

observed the progress of the Research Assodiate and sterns. By

the beginning of Phase 3, they had built a wide knowledge base

about gifted education and career education so that their meetings ._

with the Internship site supervisors during the third phase was

profitable for both parties. The Research Associate and Interns

con ributed greatly terthe efficiency of the data gathering prb-

r dares in particular.

4 pvelnp Information Packets for Internship Cite Supervisorls

The packet of materials prepared during the Mentorship Phase

was put together in such a way as to be used as an information

source during both Phases 2 and 3. The packets of materials

were presented to the site supervisor or compan4.represdntative

at the time the agreement form to provide the experience for the

student was signed.

5_ Parent Evaluation of Internship

The Parent Questionnaire was again administered at the close of

the Internship Phase. Their reactions toward the project have been
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generally positive. About 39% of the parents felt that their

children had increased their interest in high school academics

since particilYttion in the project;,43%'-felt that interest in

extra-curricular actillvities had increased.

All of the parents indicated that their children discussed

future career alternatives and shared project experiences with

them. All but two parents felt that future career planning had

been influenced by participation in the project. Similarly, all

but two paknts'believed their children to have inure realistic

views of college life and responsibilities as a result of project

experiences. The same response pattern occurred regarding in-

creased realism in making career decisions; only one parent felt

tliat his child had riot become more realistic in making career

decisions.

Apparently, the project mainly nerved to strengthen already

established career- goals, Only tour of the parents indicated

changes in their children's career objectives as a result of

project participation. All but une of the students had decided

to attend college prior to participation in the project; this

decision was strengthened in 57% of the cases. Only 21 percent

of the parents responded afflrmative4 to the item regarding a

change in decisioh to further academid pu)'suit in a univerStty

as a result of participatidn in the project. However, one com-

ment indicated that the change would most likely be to pursue

graduate studies, which had not previously been planned;

According to the parents the most beneficial aspects of the

project were the experiences encountered, the exposure to many
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career alternatives, the exposire to. the college setting, and

the selection and/or confirmation of a career field. One

parent stated that his child had gained self-conf ce;

another reported that his youngster had most benefited by

learning aboUt himself and his capabilities.

Parents' views of the least beneficial aspects of the project

were mainly related to the Guidance Laboratory and to the

scheduling of the project experiences. Several parents reported

that the career interest testing component was least beneficial;

. one stated that his child still does not know which career field

is best from an aptitude standpoint. Another parent suggested

that the Guidance Phase needed more planning. Time away from

high school studies was viewed as the least beneficial aspect in

one tritance. Finally, it was suggested that the phases be tailored

to specific career fields instead of lasting the same amount of time

for everyone.

Teacher Lvaluation of Internship

-ropyisiwit

4
The Teacher Questionnaire was dgain administered at the comple-

tion of the Internship Phase. The responses were extremely posi-

tiye (see Table 5, page 38). In all but two instances the teachers

reported that the students freqUently or very frequently completed

all' assignments. Similarily, in all but one case the teachers

stated that the students frequently or very frequently cooperated

with peers during.classroomAttivities. Only one student was some-

times disruptive during class; the remaining students rarely or

never exhibited disruptive behavior. All of the teachers indicated



that students frequently or very frequently showed interest, in

the course content.,

The,largest range of.answers occurred in response to the item

regarding the sharing of information gained through the Career

Education Project. Only 8% of the responses indicated that

the students never or rarely shared experiences; 26% felt the

students sometimes shared experiences; the remaining (36% of the

responses repot ,,eA that the students equently,pr very frequently

shared project experiences. One teacher commented, "Her remarks

were most beneficial to the class."

7. Monitor Scheduling and Transportation Plan

Because of the nature of the Working Internship Phase, each

student's schedule was di4erent. During the first two phases,'

it-,was essential that all students block the same time frame

into their schedules for transportation purposes.

Phase 3 required that each student be responsible tur

own trantportation to and from the work site. It was further

suggested that in scheduling the work time, the student try to

arrange the time block during the first two periods of the

schodl day or the two periods on either side of the lunch hour

so that allowances for driving time'could be made. The time

and transportation requirements for Phase 3 were explained to

all the participants prior to Phase 1 since it could have been

a factor in deciding to participate in the projett. No student

decided against participation in the project because of these

requirements.



8. Guide to Career Education for the Gifted & Talented and
Final Report
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A monograph that provides a concise outline of the project

has been developed for dissemination. While it does not pro-

vide a lengthy discourse on each step to be followed in repli-

cating the project, it does provide a point of departure for

the beginner in career education for gifted and talented

students. A copy of,this monograph is included in Appendix K.

This document served as criteria for meeting the responsi-

bility implied in completing the final report.

4
FOLLOW -UP APR SYNTHESIS

1. 1oliow -up Evaluation of the Project by the Students

A follow-up questionnaire (see Appendix H) was developed to

determine the students' views of the project as d whole. It

was felt that after having completed the entire project, the

Students would be in a better position to evaluate the separate

phases and to judge the overall value of participation in the

project. To date, 12 participants have responded. The responses
ti

as. a whole were most positive.

All of the students stated that they would choose to participate

in the project if they had it to do again. Reasons most often

given concerned exposUre to experiences not available in the reg-

ular classroom and a better understanding of whet is involved in

particular career fields.

Most of the changes suggested by the participants were in the

Guidance Laboratory (see Table 10, page 65). The relptive



Table 10

Means and Standard Deviations of the Student's
Ratings of

./411

Guidance Lab

Mentors hip

Internship

the Three Project Phases

M = 2.67
SD = 1.15
N = 12

M = 4.42
SD = .67
N = 12

1 = No Benefit

2 Little Benefit

3 = Medium Benefit

4 = Above Average Benefit

5 = Extreme Benefit

144

M = 4.90
SD = .32
N = 10
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dissatisfaction with this phase was also indicated by the student's

responses regarding the benefit of this phase. About 45%,of the

students found the Guidance Laboratory to be of medium benefit;

9% viewed it as giving above average benefit and 9% as giving

extreme benefit. The re0aining 3% viewed the Guidance Laboratory

as being of little cino benefit. The changes suggested included

individualizing the gu9lance component, increased planning and

organization of Phase 1, increased exposure to speakers and

career altell tives, shortening Phase 1 and eliminating repetitious

testingi during the Guidance Phase. The addition of more specific

inforMatton on the chosen career field was also a change which

students felt would have made the Guidance Laboratory moles beneficial.

The Mentorship Phase was viewed more positivelyt with 11 except

one student indicating above average or extreme benefit. Regard-

ing the Mentorship Pha§e, some students felt that broader exposure

to more facets of the career field would have been helpful. A few

participants stated that they would have preferred more intense

1Y

exposure to sub-specialities in the caree fiestd, and others-felt

that their mentorship placem4-t should h ye been more closely re-
:

lated to their chosen career fields. One student stated that more

direct participation and less observation would have been helpful;
.

another. indicated a need to better inform the mentors about the

project and the mentors' responsibilities.

The Internship -phase was viewed most positively by the students.
d

All but one student felt the Internship was of extreme benefit;

the remaining participanviewed it as above average in benefit.
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Three of the participants stated that their career goals are still

undetermined; the others listed such di-verse career objectives as

journalism,,engineering, buyer in the fashion area, teaching cer-

tificate, doctorate iii physics, and transportation. All of the

students reported that they intend to attend college in the coming

year.

2. Overall Project Evaluation

In summary, it appears that the Gifted and Talented Career Edu-

cation ProStct was well received by all involved with it. The

studentsitheir parents, their teachers, the mentors, and the In-

ternship supervisors were consistently positive in evaluating the

project. The needs of all students involved were not completely

met, but they all stated that they had greatly benefited from

participating in the program, and would make the same decision

again. Several of the students and parents express'ed the hope that

the project continueAnd possibly be expanded to involve all seniors.

Alth ugh the program as a Whole was successful, it was not with-

out it problems. The weAkest aspect of the project was the

Guidance Phase. This phase could be improved by greater planning

and organization and more. flexible scheduling. The need for. an

individualized approach to the guidance component is evident;

Initially, the students benefited from exposure to a broad spectrum

of career alternatives. Thereafter, however, each student should

have been able to pursue his/her career choice in depth, at his/her

own speed. Whatever arrangements regarding.scheduling'are made, the

speakers, field trips, and contact with professionals in the field.

should be retained. This was the most beneficial aspect .of the

5



Guidance Phase; it was expanded and intensified during the.Mentor-

ship and Internship Phases and in large part accounts for the

.success of the project.

The Mentorship Phase involved much less dissatisfaction. Problems

encountered during this phase largely related to scheduling diffi-

culties, inadequate correspondence of Mentorship placement and

career' choice, and lack of sufficient breadth and/or depth of ex-

periences in the career field.

The Internship Phase was almost totally satisfactory for all

students. Very few negative comments were received regarding this

phase. It would probably be helpful to schedule the Internship

during the summer so that project participants could have more free-
t4

dom in placement and greater exposure to the career areas through

such activities as field trips or )te visits. The increased

flex' ility in work schedulet woul aiso be beneficial.

Finally; the following comment summarizes very well the feelings

of the participants in the Gifted and Talented Career Education

Project. Although it is,ypecific to one field, the thought ex-

pressed i's typical of the reactions of the other participants:

"I sure appreciate being selected to participate in the
program. I've really gained much knowledge of engineering
principles and met many professionals in the engineering
field..,you and the others did an,excellent job!"

The evaluation plan format called for a participant profiles late
,

in the first phase of the project. The mid-year report provided

that information as accurately_as could be reported at that time.

The profile of participants presented in this report (page 24) pro-

vides a more comprehensiv/ look at the participant profiles because

it views students from both a preSand.post project stance.
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The following statistical analyses were done to assess changes

occurring throughout all three phases of the project. Inferences

must be limited because a repeated measures design was used.

The performance of 17 participants on the Career Ed Measurement

Series was transformed into single quantative 'scores to facili-

tate statistical analysis. Each sub-catego y yielded two points

if performed below criteria and one point if performed above

criteria. These points were summed and added to 10, yielding one

score per administration per participant_ An analysis of variance

was used in a single group, repeated measures design. Trials con-

sisted of scores from the pre-Guidance Laboratory (mean = 12.11)

and post-Internship (mean = 13.) administrations of the C.E.M.S.

A significant trials effect was found ( F1,16 6.082; - .02).

Apparently, participants significantly increased performance on

the C.E.M.S. during the course of the project.

An analysis of variance was also performed on row ues tom

each of the 6 scales of the Career Maturi Imre or A single

group, repeated measures design was used with rticipants.-

A significant trials effect was found for the Attitude Scale'

(pre-mean = 38.84, post-mean = 40.94; F1,18 5.49,
2-

.0291)

as well as flit-. the Planning (pre-mean = 16.68, post-mean= 17.63;

F
1 18 4.586, k = .0439), and Problem Solving (pre-mean = 14.47,

,

post mean = 13.36; F1,18= 4.759, p = .0405) sections of the

Competency Test. The significant decrease in scores for the

Problem Solving section of the Competency Scale is surprising.
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The growth of the individual participants throughout the prOject

was gradual and lasting. In the Guidance Laboratory Phase, their )

comments on questionnaires indicated doubt in the value of the

Guidance Lab experiences. They were not always comfortable with

the testing that was required.

With the two subsequent phases, appreciation for the preceeding

phase became evident to participants as the growth process evolved.

They were able to see the importance of the. Guidance Laboratory

la foundation f Mentorship Phase and the Mentorship as a

prerequi to for the ternship Phase.

Pre6'ably the most exciting aspect of the project has been the

observable transformation of he participants from the high school

student stage to the adult stage. The project staff would like to

believe that they madl>a contributiOn to this developmental process.

12. Anticipa ed Changes and/or Problems

4iv
Several changes were made during the course of the prOject that seemed

to strengthen the overall effectiveness of the program. These were:

1) Originally, a questionnaire was to have been administered

to the building principal monthly. Since t principal

might not have had an oppor unity for perso f ervation

of .the students, it was( decided that more mean ful r/Etions

to the project and its ffects on thel_students could best be

obtained froT the clas room teachert. Therefore, all teachers

who regularly taught one or more of the project participants

were surveyed monthly (see Appendix h.
vo.



Four audit visits were originally planned during the project.

A third party evaluator (Dr. Brtice Read, Educational Systems

Associates, 3445 Executive Center Dr., Suite 205, Austin,

Texas 787T1) was retained. Due to a reduction in the project

budget from the original request, only three on-site visits

were conducted. Evaluation processes and instruments were

discussed with the evaluator via telephone and correspondence

in lieu of the fourth visit. Dr. Read was most helpful in

organizing for inter41 continuous evaluation. This type of
\ -..

flexibility permitted the revising of questionnaires and other

data gathering devices when the need for doing so was indicated.

3) Bi- ekly Seminars were initiated during Phase 2. This was

not a part of the original proposal but was institutee-Tor

several reasons. The students indicated during the Guidance _/

Lab the desire to maintain contact as a group periodically and

to share experiences gained in the Mentorship Phase.

A second reason for instituting the seminars was to provide

a time for mentors and parents to visit and observe the results

of the overall program as viewed by the participant's.

The third reason for this change was to keep the project

staff informed and familiar with the day to day experiences of

th6\bs.tudents. Students maintained daily logs of Mentorship

experiences that were used as the basis for their seminar

exchanges. Copies of the logs then became a part of their

profile folders in the project files.

4) The project proposal.called for a total of 15 participants and

. (_alternates. Since the Guidance Lab Phase was a,n important
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foundation experience for the other two phases of the project,

it'seemed vital that all students have access to this infor-

mation. All 20 students participated fully in Phase 1.

&During Phase 2, several students chose the same career fields.

After talking with the mentors, they indicated a desire to

include more than one student where it seemed appropriate at

no increase in their fees. This permitted participation of all

20 students in the second phase, also. The alternates experi-

enced no difficultips'in participating fully in the first two

phases of the program and, in some instances, seemed to excel

over'the regular participants. A desire to continue in the pro-

gram may have accounted for this growth pattern.

5) Objective #14 in the revised set of objectives in the approved

proposal was changed to obtain parent reactions to their young-

ster's participation in the project rather than the parent's in-

terest in and an awareness of the career selection process. This

is evidenced by the content of the Parent Questionnaire (see.

Appendix 0). This type of information seemed more %levant to

the progress and success of the project.

13. Dissemination Activities

101

1) News releases have provided area residents with information

about the program. Local coverage has been good in'the newspapers, radio

and television. Copies of several newspaper articles are included (see

Ap'pendix I). . In addition to these, a KBTX-TV program, Town Talk featured

the Principal Investigator talking about the project. Another station,
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KAMU-TV, devoted a half-hour program to the identification of the gifted

on The F minine Touch. A.later program ga e additional visibility :when

the ogram director for the National Con rence on Career Education was

uest on the same program.

2). Three students who were assigned to the University's television

station director during the Mentorship Phase produced a half2hour TV

special that was aired twice to the KAMU-TV viewing audience (which in-
.

cludes all of Bryan-College Station area, Brazos County and much of

everal surrounding counties. The program was entitled, "CHS...What's

g ?" and featured 'a close-up wok at their high school and its goals.

The th ee participants wrote the program, conducted all of the interviews,

ran camera or the entire series and edited the film footage for the

program. It w well received by local residents and called attention to

the project in an usual way.
f

3) The Educatto 1 Psychology Department and the O4'fi6t(of ion-11
1

tinuing Education at Te as A&M hosted a Conference on Givr Talented

''ehildren and Youth on No -tuber 5, 1976. The keynote ddd

Dr. E. Paul Torrance, Univ rsity of Georgia, was entitle

for Gifted and Talented Stu ents." Bo) h co-directorsof this project

speakers during the conferen e.

4) During Phase 3, the lostess of a loal.half-hour television pro-

gram that featured,a talk-show

the projecj participants about

5) Project -gii-ff members

format entitiled: EtC., interviewed seven of

heir experiences/,.

ave been frequent speakers at PTA programs,

in-wvice)programs, local. civic organizations and clubs. Much interest

4110

r
a
A



in career education for gifted, and talented studentg'has been generated
e,

through this project. One of the directors was recent speaker at a

state agency meeting on career' education for the gifted. Theco-

directors were also invited to make a presentati t the Project

Director's meeting ilLWashington., D.C. in January 1977.

6).. The project co-directors and the p 1 investigator were

presenters during the American Personnel and Guidance Association's

Convention March 6-9, 1977, in Dallas, Texas. The program was en-

titled, "An Exemplary Career Education Model for the Gifted and Talented,"

and information about the project was the major focus.
r

7) Through U50E-publications, the project has gained visi-

bility that has led to inquiries about the project. These letters have

been answered and a mailing list is .being deVelofted for dissemination of

the final report and a monograph aboUt the model.

4. Special Activities

1) The participants in to project were in the audience during the

Conference on Gifted and Talented Children and Youfl'ito hear'Dr. E. Piul '.

-,
r.

, .
. .

. Torrance'.s address., They had taken his Creativity Test and were know-
. -

ledgeAle of his work; which made .his.speech all the more. interesting.

2). NBoth
:
male and female participants have been encouraged 'to ex-
-

_Ogre and consider non-traditional 'care deciding on aselection:
1

for.,the Mentorship Experience and the Working Internship Experience.

The tablg Or)page 5 gives evidence of this success.

//
3) The, final activity during the Guidance Lab-Ph6se was the writ

r
Ar

ing of'Samari os Me'Appendix J for instruction0). Each studelt was to
I,

1
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project him/hers'elf into the future tb the year 2001. Pig scenario

would deal 'with one day in their lives as they expected it to be.

The Scenarios were introspective to some extent and certainly futuristic.

They were reflective of Guidance Lab experiences and Mentorship choices

as well.

4) Three members of the project staff attended the National

Association for the Gifted Conference in Kansas City, Missouri, during

October., 1976:

\".

5) ,Three members of the project staff attended the National Career

Education Conference in Houston durliKg'November, 1976.

ti
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15. Report Abstract

. Project No. 554AH60528 . Grant No. 300760282
0

Final Report . July 1,-1976 to June-30, 1977

Category of Project: Populations

. Project Title: "Development of an Exemplary Career Education Model,
for the Gifted and Talented,"

. Project Administration

Co-Directors: Dr. Christopher aprtion and Dr. William R. Nash

trincipal Inve§tigator: Sharon Cols

e and Address of v-antee/AssiStance Contractor

stitution: TexasA&M Research Foundation
PU. Faculty Exchange H
Co4lege Station, Texas 77843

Telephone: (713)846-7731

Fifteenrparticipants arid five alternates were chosen from 46 high

school seniors who ere nominated for participation in a career educa-

tion project for gifted ana talented students at Texas AM University

(TAMU). One academic year at no cost to the participating students

was prOvidedthroagh a grant from the U.S. Office of Education,

Office of Career Education. TAMU's Center for Career Development .and

Occupattonal-PrIparaiion, College 'of E tion, was awarded the .grant

tecdevelAp

demons.

/.
tion

Tlads h

model_ for the gifted and talented that would

ffllactive methods and techaiques in career educa-

opulation: ChOstopher. Borman and William

-djre4to and. Sharon Colson was .principal investigator.

, *
ors se. Tted, 11 females and 9 males, were from the

Itt ependent School District,. Colleget-StatUn, Texas,

appro)0Mateiy 1610 miles orthwest of Houston. The selection process

was based on multiple c iteria with equal weight being assigned to



each measurement area. Students were screened in the areas of academic

achievement and ability, talent in any aesthetic area, mohariil

potential for leadership. and qualities of creativity.

The program had three basic phases. Phase I, Guidance Laboratory

Experience, featured self,r-investigation and evaluation procedures, career

exploration, resource speakers, Isolation areas and mentorship

interviews. -The students spent 2 hours per day in the Guidalce Laboratory

at TAMU during the first quarter of the school year.

Phase II, Mentorship Laboratory Experience, also utilized a 2-hour

time block. During this phase, the students Were placed in observer. roles

in specialized areas identified during Phase I. A shadowing experience

wider the direction of a TAMU professor was affqrded each participant

dur-Licg the second quarter of the school year.

Based on information and experience gained during Phases I and II,

the individual students were placed in on-site work experiences during

the third quarter of school. Phase-III, Working Internship Experience,

was under the direction of the site supervisor at a location selected

from within the community that corresponded to the student's tentative

career selectkka.

Through this project, the public school, the university, and,,,the

community joined forces to develop a model that can be replicated by tAticr

school districts to better serve the Career- development'needs of this

special population,

. t
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APPENDIX A ,

. A Unique Learning Opportunity For Gifted
and Talented High School Seniors
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THREE PHASE PROGRAM

1

Phase

Guidance Laboratory Experience

Through self-investigation and
evaluation procedure% students will
identify tentative career interest areas:
All activities will be. conducted in the
,Educational Psychology Lab at TAMU
during the regular school day.

Phase 2 ,

Mentorship Laboratory Experience

Individual participants will' de
placed in observer roles in special-
ized atm identified during Phase 1.
A shadowiig experience under the
direction of .a Texas A&M professor of
'advanced tudies will be afforded
each participant during, the regular
school day. .

et
Phase 3

Working internship Experience

Biirsed o niormation and pen.
ence Burin hase 1 and 2, e indi-
vidual stu nts will be pla-d in on-
site work experiences. The rk sites
will be under the direction of persons
engaged in the career field the stu-
dent has tentatively selected. The
student will beeeraid worker "during
this phase.

PARTICIPANT NOMINATIONS

* STUDENTS who wish to e consid-
ered as participants may ace their
names in nomination.

111 PARENTS of students may place
their children's names in nomi-
nation.

*TEACHERS and COUNSELORS
whoset experieRces with students
have revealed gifted and talented
potentialities should place the
names of these students in nomi-
nation.

Participant Selecion..

A series of tests will be adminis-
teredAD 'all nbminees. Selections will .

bp made by the screening committee
from Texas ;A &M University in .keep-
ing with the guidelines setsforth in the
contract with the United States Offioe

3 of Education.
/ 4er

Admission to Texas A&M University
ancl any of its sponsored programs
open to qualified individuals regard
less of race, color, religion, sex, na-
tional origin or educationally-unre-
/ated handigaps.



Complete end return to

CDOP, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY

rens Nome)

The student listed above is offered in nomination baFto ono

on the lino iodinating the identifying gharactelletir,e).

Student Nomination Form

GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

(Mailing Aldrof I)

Academic Achl9vgmont

and Ability

Talent in an Aesthetic

Area. Please list talent

area:

Center for Career Deve loppint

and Oticupational Preparation

College of Education

Texas ABM University

C011ege Station, Texas 77843

t

Inv end Snsni

Innis of tho follnwina frInqem rIvo r ("has*

Submitted by:

Date

Mechanical Ability

Potential for Loadershir

Qualities of Creativity

S? POSTAGE

BULK RATE

Non-Profit Org:

PAID

College Station, Texas

PERMIT NO. 216
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CAREER EDUCATION FOR GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS

TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY

STUDENT DATA FORM

Name Date

AdOress

Date of Birth

Sex Race

Area(s) of Referral:

1. Intelligence Test Scores

Verbal IQ4.

Non Verbal .Q.

Comment:

2. .Creativity,Tes"6 Scores

Verbal Index -

Non Verbal Index

'Fluency

Flexibility

010.ginality:

Elaboration

Comment:r"

81

Parent or Guardian:

Age

Years Enrolled



3. Achievement Test and Speciality Area

Reading Comprehension

Speciality Area:

Area

Comment:

Percentile

(List test score or expert estimate if
nontest area)

111111t

4. Behavjoral aharacteri ics Scale
(Reriiulli/Hartman)

Learning Characteristics (32)

Motivational Characteristics (36)

Creativity Characteristics (40)

Leadership Characteristics_ (40)

(List high, medium or ToW)

Commen:

5. High School Grade Average

Three Yea Cummulative

Commen)

6.. Personal Achievements, Exp4rienc's,
and Past Records 1.

..PersOnal Achievements.(See student
questionnaire for Honors, Awairds,
and Significant Performances and
make high, (tedium, low, or none judge-
ment on quantity and iqUality).

Comment:

2
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CAREER EDUCATION FOR GIFTED-AND-TALENTED STUDENTS

., TeXASA&M. UNIVERSITY01

o

-- SCREENING CRITERIA FORM

Name Date

Rating System:

M (Madera
L (Low).:
0 (Other):

Possible Total

3 Points
2 Points
1 Point
0 Point

Points: 27

Intelligence Test

Test:

Verbal I.Q.

,

H: 132 and above. ; $,.

M: 124 throligh 431
L: 118 through 123
0: 117 and below

Nan Verbal I.Q.

H: 132 and above
M: 124 through 131
L: 118 through 43
0: 117 and below

._

<SP

4

1.

4
4

Grand To at

Total



2. Creativity. Test

a
Test:

Verbal Index

H: 130 and above/
M: 122 through 129
L: 115 through 121
0: 114 and below

Non Verbal Irkex

,130 and abbve
M: 122 through 129
L: 115 through 12,1'
0: 114 and below

-3. Achievement Test and Speciality Area
lk

Test:

Reading..Comprehension

H: 98th percentile and abo e
M: 093rd percentile-throilg 97th file
L: 86th percentile throug 92nd %jle
6: 85th percentile and be ow'

Spec.Wity Area (Language, Math and Science,
Mechanical, Art, Music, or drama)

Cciteria for Speciality area should follow
percentages above if tested, or be judgement
from interview with expert based On high,
moderatev low, or no potential.)

'Alk-40,

4. Behvibral Characteristic -. .

Ai: High profile on t cal es
High profile on one
Moderate profileon two scales
No high profile .

2

Total

Total

Tota3

84



5.' High School Grade Average

H: 97ind above
M: 93 through 96
L: 89 through 92
0: 88 and below

- Personal Achievements, Exp
Past Records.

nces, and

0

Personal Achiev'ements (Honors Awards,
Significant
Performances

H: Significiant.Number
M: Moderate Number.
L: Low Number
0: None .

4.

-9

r

1

.7"

jY

er7

..

5

Total

85 `44

Tofal.

.

",

.

4 j7;

3

A
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GIFTED & TALENTED PROJECT

Texas A&M University

87

-Name Date

S

-Please fill out th4s form listing everything during your High School years

under the appropriate headings. Return this form to the High School

Counselor's Office this week...

SchoOi, Civic, or Church,Related Clubs include offices held):

q

44,

1

Work, and 3ob Experiences (full aeripartitime):

q

S



too

. Volunteer Activittesi

88

.

Awards, Honors, and Signifitant Performances:

2

ir

Other (anything else of.s4gnificance such as an important life experience):

A

c
L' 4

I
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APPENDIX D

Parent Ouesti onna i re

MA.
)

db.

(

L.

89

.06

e
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7 N GIF.E AND. TALENTED PRJECT '

S A&M UNIVERSITY.'

PARENT QUfST1ONNAIRE H

ticipant Name

`R'ren Name e. . .
P

Date:

90 21.

4,;

LEASE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY CIRCLING THE NUMBER WHICH BEST
MIESPONDS'WITA Y.0411 OBSERVATIONS OF'THEPARTIOPANT,

.

Ad

,,

1. The participant shows 'interest and enthusiasm toward completing
school assignments.

comment:
I

-k

The particip nt-iliscdsses at home the activities of the
project. ki44..

comment:

The participant exhibits positive ,attitudes toward the

project.

comment:

4,

,k

The partictpant demons'trates.a realistic approach to
decision - making in the sOection,of a career ilfterest,field.'

comment:
,

Cl)

CU

1

1

J

4)
E

MI

CD
V)

a)

CT

U-

' tn
MS

2 3 4

/

2 3 4

2 3 4

a

.2 3 4

SOLAIMER

.The material in this publication was prepared pursuant
the Office of Educption, U.S. Department,of Healitt, E

.points of view or opinions expressed do not neCessaril
positions-Of,the Office of Education. ,

a grant or cOntrALt from
cation, and WelfargIRPHowever,

epr,,esent policies or

II
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APPENDAX E it

'.Teacher Quoistionnaire (Origind0)
Te-acher Questionnaire (Rdvision)
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Udent Name
4g,

A4cher Name

GIFTED AND TALENTED PROJECT
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ,(Oviginal)

Date

Subject

Class absences for month

'LEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY pRCLING THE NUMBER WHICH BEST CORRESPONDS./
IITH YOUR OBSERVATIONS OF THE/S-TUOtNT. .

40r)

. The student comWetes all classroom assignments.

comment:

The student cooperates with paar riurinq Clascrnom artivitiec

COMMerft:

The student exhibits disruptive behavior in the classroom.

comment:

. The student shows interest toward subject content of class.

comment:

The student shares informationt$it has been gained through
project experiences.

comment:

DISCLAIMER
r4 ,

ie material in this publication was prepared pu-r-sua t to a g rant or contract from
le Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, ducation, and Welfare. Howeyer,
)ints of view or opinions expressed do not necessarilyirebresent policies or
ksitions of the Officelof Education.

,

4-)

E a coi

S.- 0 =
al cr m

3
a) a) S-

C.f)

2 3 4

3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROJECT
TT-TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

TEACHES QUESTIONNAIRE (Revision)

Anyinnovatile program that has a research base eems to generate a lot of
paper.work.' We.r4ognize that completing thes_form must seem extremely repetitious.
It does assist both the school and the universi-tic in aSsessiaLthe productivit.of the
program, however.

The questionnaire-has.been revised based on your suggestions. Please use the
comment section or the reverse side of the questionnaire to stia*e any- information you
may care to. include.

',Thank you for taking a few minutes from your schedule to respond. f

RIA

.

Da

Teacher Name

e

f>.

Student Nathe

ubject o 4) s

PLEASE RESPCOD TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY`C/BLL.ING THE
NUMBER WHICH BEST CORRESPONDS WITH YOUR OBSERVATIONS OF THE
STUDENT.

f
I. The student completes all classronm accionmprits.

Comment:

2. The student; c orrovItoq ron,, 4t, inn 1 Aft*ivit i 1 7 3 4 5

Cr _

S..
>-) -

S- 4-)
CP CU CS/ CT 7..)
7. 1- E a) 4,-
a.) to o s-z ce N u_

2 3 4 75

11

Comment-7

3. The studeTt ''V hoilA ; " h,^ ac (CCM),

Comment

3 4 5

4. Th6tudent shows interest toward subioit r:ontent of 1 3 4 5'

Comment!

The student shares information that has4ween gained through
the Gifted & Talented Project experiences.

4 /

IComment:

->

1 2 3 4 5

DISCLAIMER

[he Aterial in this publicati3n was prepared pursuant ttk,a gran car contract from
the Office oflEducation, U.S. epart ent of Health, Education, and Welfare. However,
points of view or opinionexpressed do nof necessarily represent velicies or
iositions of the Office of Education./

- r

11'
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Student Name

Date

1 n

.
-GIFTED: AND TACENTED-

TEAS' A&M,UNIVERSITY.

c'

PHASE .1' --,6IDANCE LAB REPORT

t.1/4, Oft

activities (which, were most beneficial to you this weeR.

N.

2. List the-al:divides which were least beneficial, to-you this week. .

3. List activitie4 you would liketo actively participate in during the
Guida ce Laboratory that would contribute to your career development.,

'What would you like to see changed .about the Guidance Lab.

4

I

r.
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.GIFTED AND TALENTED PROJECT

TEXAS AMOUNIVERSITY

MENTOR /SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAIRE
.1

O

Partidipant,Name Date

iqtoriSupervqorName A Interett A ea

PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS,BY CIRCLING THE)NUMBER WHICH BEST
CORRESPONDS TO YOUR FEELINGS CONCERNING THE PROJECT AND YOUR OBSERVATIONS OF
'THE PARTICIPANT. .

,

, , , -

ciia.

..e. .
1-2

cn
, wm w

an s, cn
cn c

t,i .., w ,w
-,\

en s-
a) a

. E
sTA
m w 0

. L s- s_
cr, 4-A

(A C3 ¢ sr"

I. The prbjipt was described adequately to me by the staff. 1 2 3 4

CoMmdht:

2. The information packet wa helpful in descnibing my
responsibilities.

Comment:

1 2 3

3. The time allgtted for students to spend with me per day 1 2 .3

was sufficient.

Comment:

4.. .Upon .entry into this mentorship/interhship, participant 1 2
demonstrated adequate knowledge of the chosen career
field.

Cotment:

5. Student'aisplays positive attitude and enthusiasm toward 1 2
his/her chosen career field.

Comment:

1
.1

Aft



aft
-

-2

6. 'Weekly meetings 'with the

Cdtnment:

98
cm. Ql

s-
CCS)

1 43 >1
Cs1.../

OS g

aff are benefiial:

.. ... .
7. The mentor-supervisor/student relationship is meaningful

in terms of discussions .held., ideas exchanged and
experiences, shared.

v
°""sComment: -

, .......

.a. Ay participation in the mentor*ship/internship -Plikse did
not cause any isignificant- inconvenience in the perform-
ance of Thy job responsibilities.' ' -

Comment;

§. I *would be willing "t'd'' serve again is a mentor/supervisor
if this project were replicated\

Comment: .

LO. This student, in iv opinion, .is appropriately labeled
as gifted and/or° tal ented.

Comment:

A
CM

CAI 1=i 4.1)

1 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2

1 2. 3 4:

.. 5 .
4

1 2 3 - 4

Disclaimer

The material' in this publication was prepared pursuant to a grant or contract
from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. However, points of view or opinions expressed do not necessarily
represent policies or positions of the ,Office of Education.
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. . Student Questionnaire, Internship Phase
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROJECT
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

LT ..,
;14ticipant Name ..

( Date 1. 0 . - tAur7

1--
PLEASt'RESPOND TO

A

THE/FOLtOWING STATEMENTS BY'CIRCLING,THE NUMBER WHICHBEST
CORRESPONDS TO YOUR FEELINGS CONCERNING THE PROJEC) DURING THE PREVIOUS TWO
WEEK4PERIOD.

ww
s.
D)
m
ul

w
-1,

Ls.

2. "
W

- Cc

>1 >,. a)
cn S- t3,= cr) a) c
c) m a) . 0
5- tn

V) GS ct V's

1. Maorship experiences have'been beneficial to me.

.

Comment:

62. Supervision during mentorship has been beneficial.

Comment:

3. Mentorship experiences have been above my level of
understanding. c

Codlient:

4. Mentorship experiences have been below my level of
understanding.

Comment:

5. My career plans have not changed as a result of the
mentorship experience.

Comment:

6. .Contact with C.D.O.P. staff has been adequate.

COmment:

1 2 3

1 '2 3',

1 2 3

A

1 2 3

4

4

I.
4

4

1 2 .3 4

1



7. The guidance lab.

Comment:

11.

ately prepared me for mentorship.

I
2` 3 4

44P

8. The bi -weekly seminar is/is not something look forwird to because:

-0

ti

Disclaimer

The material in this publication was prepared pursuant to a grunt or contract
from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. However, points of view or opinions expressed do not necessarily
represent policies or positions of the Office of Education.

JC'
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GIFTED,AND TALENTED PROJECT
'TWAS A&M UNIVERSITY-

4.

STUDENT (INTERNSHIP) NESTIONNAIRE

,

Ony4nnovative:pro9ralethat his a rilearcb base seems to generate a lot-of
paper work: We recognize that completing fbrms must seem. extremely
repetitious. (It 'does assist both- tat' school and the urliversity in avessing

'the productivityof the programochowever. - 0
The quegtionnaire has been revised based on pqkg suggestions. Please

include.rTation you may care to. .

use the comment section or the, reverse side of the qrstionnaire 'to share
any info ,

ThanPyou,..for taking afew minutes to respond.

g 4
Student Name t 1

Date

-1-A

W
=.
Cr
ALI
S-
U-

,
7;

(1.,

=Cr
CU
f ..-
U-

5-.

.1

PLEASE RESPOND 0 THE FO
THE NUMBER WHIC EST CORRESPONDS
AT THIS POINT DURING THE

LOWING STATEMENTS"BirCIRCLING
TO YOUR FEELINGS .

PROJECT.
1....,.....

.

/

>>S-.N,-
0.1 C1)> S-. V ICIM CC

LA
0.1E

-1-
4.,
4)=0

V)

1. The information. and experiences in the mentorship phase
of the project are relevant to my internship.

Comment:

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 , 4 5

..,

1 2 3 4 4 5--;

2 3 4':: 5

1 '2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 4 5

2. The information and experienceS of the guidance lab
phase of the project are relevant,to my internship.

Comment:

3. Internship experiences are useful to me because:

(a) I am gairking insight.into the life styles of
those in my career field. .

(b) I am gaining insight into my own needs and
interests. 1

(c) I am gaining information about my chosen
career fi d.

4. My place of work (during internship) corresponds well
to my career field interest.

Coltiment:

I am convinced that my choice Of career field:is right
for Me.

Comment:

1 1



L

1'

6. I am gener14 pleasedvith my' internship placement.

Comment:
AL

1.03
. ?")

,
741;

.

/ CU>I. =
in

4-) W= S..

cr

>1 4 W U-
S..

t.

1 2 3 4'. 5

7. What aspects of the internship-would you change if you could?

8. ,,,Briefly desc'ribe activities and experiences occuring in internship, during

she
this reporting peribth iclade the types of responsibilities you have and
representative daily s dule.

rtf

4

ea.
4:

DISCLAIMER

,...,,The'materjal in this publication was prepared pursuant to a. grant or contract
from the Office of Education,, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.',

.Ho*everipaints of view or optnions expressed do not necessarily represent policies
or positions of the Office of Education.
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(Name) (Date)

104

lo

In considering my experience in the Gifted & Nerited Career Education
Program during 1976-77, 4f I had known in September exactly what I
would. have been doing dui.ing the year-, I%would'have (check'one):

chosen to remainin the regular classroom at the
high school.

chosen fo participate in this program.

Why?

2. If I were planning the Gifted & Talented Career Education Program for
next year, I would make the following changes:

\Why?

3. Indicate how beneficial you found each of the project phas circling the
appropriate numbers:

Guidance Lab 1 2

Mentorship Phase 1 *2

Internship Phase 1 2

1

4 5

3 4 5

3 4- 5



105

Which. of the following changes tp the GUIDANCE LAB would have made your
xpe'rience iii the project more beneficial? -(Chock ohe or more pf the
llpwing): A

/-*

Wider range of expoture to-vvious career alterrtives.

More specific information on yOur favortte career field(s).
.1 .

None of the above.
A

Lilt other'suggeStions:

Whi h of the following chages,in the M NTORSHIP would have made your
expe fence in the project more beneficfal? Check one or more of the
foll wing):

Broader exposure to more facets of my career field.

More intense exposui--e to sub-specialties of my career field.

Mentorship experiences should have been more related.to my
career field.

None of the above.

List other suggestions

ti

6. List activities of the MENTORSHIP which best prepared you for Internship.
(Disregard if you were not placed in an Internship.)

2 6

r



4

p
/ 1.06

7. List activities f the MENTORSHIP which were le`" relevant to your
Intern&hip. egard if you were not placed iriltri Internship..)

8. My career gbal r,the future seems to be:r7the

....

;

9. My plans for 1977-78 are these:

10. My parent' home mailing 4ddress is:

11. My !all mailing address will be:

.0)
11.

3
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College Sta inn, ,Texas '784Q No. 1
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000000900C

(IFISgifted progr planned.

identified as gifted students wilajo era fur this progrom.
selected to participate in u specie
career decisions program at TAMU.. lect was made by U.S. Rep. .9.1111.ger"

The announcement concern114,--,. IS pro-
T.J;"

,

;4;

A614 Consolidated high.schoO.,1 students keen awarded TAMICeducationifti 'escoreh-

A speciol-$60,000 federal grant has Teague..
'Urs. Christopher Borman .110,i,Wilam

''.

Nash, educat ional psycholo-kfsfs., ., will
direct the program which will lik ,,stud-

...Lea.

le ligm.c:arefully by HEW as a imicel pro-
'

?

Con:Wlidated otudnts will go through
_

three phases 44 the program. Theyikaill
spInd a fall (Moor in the counseling

r 14boratorles A1TAMU's Educational Psy-

.

chology DpartMent exploring.
i

varion.s
career options. The second %phase will

campus with a professor In a '-lictsen

involve working i n h department on

field to gain first-hand knowlt.dge of
..\ the discipline. The third and final

phase will he an internship in he serv-
ed in A' hnsiniss In the commonity or in
a ob-related area of 16nrcrest.

. 108
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Program

or Gifted,

Talented

BY JERRY GRAY.

Eagle Staff Writer

or
be taken throughlug. 26 f;oin students,

..,parents, teachers and Coselors.

"We want 'to attract as, many

no bons as possible to make it as

large Rope is possible," she said.

,bident identification for the project

will be made in the areas of academic

achimment and ability, talent in any

aesthetic area, mechanical ability,

potential for leadership and qualities of

creativity.

The thllege of Education etas

A&M will work closely th AR_

\Consolidated Hig ool year on a

special career deve oilm t program (cc

gifted and talented students.

,,itcational researchers at Texas

AfiM have teen-lwarded a 160,000

federal grant to help 15 to 24 gifted

student with their career decisioni

. king their senior year at the high

school,

Doctors Christopher Bopnan and

William Nash, education psychologists

at Texas ARM,, are currently in

Students Washington at a project directors

meeting for those receiving federal

funds.

Sharon alson, cares elopment

specialist and principal inves ator for

the project, says that nominations will

Colin emphasizes that a student's'

nomination need not be based on all live L

criteria. A nomination may be based on

only one or two of the qualities, she says.

The overall thrust of the program, she

said, is to "serve special' students in a

special way," but it is also the hope of

the researchers to develop a model

program for use in other school

districts.

The three phases of the program will

directly coincide with the first three

quarters of the school year, The fourth

quarter is the simmer session.'

The first phase of the program is

guidance stage, when career fields

be identified and students will be

provided career informatiod, Guest

speaks will also visit e campusior.,

further career info r An. All ac.

tivities will be in the

educational ,rzydioiogy lib at Texas

A&M during the 'rtular school day.

And students will receive 0 school

credit for their participation.

The second phase is called a men.

torship, when students will observe

specialists in their- career roles.

Educational .psyjoillogists call this

phase a "shado eiperience,

The f road phase will be an actual work

internship, when the student will ac

tually be employed in loc ,basin

The students will be pal thei work,

anyColson said tilere shouldn't

tliem placing jobs;

"If we to'weritwith more than 15

to 20.s, Might have a hird

Awe p 1; "She said, "tut with

,this we shouldn't have , any

phi m."

Otidilate students at Texas Addt1 will

vicfiti the prbject keeping records and

counteling.4well as providing career

information. Graduate assists are

Robert Godsey,111 Evers acid Betty

Winnings Mayfield.

Colson heralds this program as a

unique learning oppqtunity 'where

students can explor( many career

,

"But we aren't interested in locking

the students into a, 'particular career

field," she says, We want to show them

all the possibilities.

She says people might not change

careers as often as they do if a program

like this were available.

0
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Seniors at A&M ConSolidated
..Iligh School have been
.-.0tiviired with a unique op-

portunity to determine their
career diolces:

On the basis of creativity,
leadership potential,
mechanical -ability, aesthetic
talent, and .academiic
achievement, twenty students
were selected to participate in
the Gifted and Talented
Students Program.

The program consists of
three phases: the Gudance
Laboratory., in which. par-
ticipants identify tentative
career interest areas: thy
Mentorship. Laboratory, a
shadowing scperience under a
Texas MAI University
TAMth professor of a d-
'anceil studies; and thy

Workirat Internship. duiag

'

.71

seniors
ikhich the students are placed.
an onlite work experiences.

Sporskors of the activity are
the .44M, Consolidated
Indepe ent School District.
TAMU Center for C reer
Development n d
Occupational Prepay on,
Lind a grunt from 'the' U ted
States Office of Career
Education.

Students partidpating are
Damon Buffington, John
V astano, Dwayne Parsons.
Amy Plapp, Randall , Ray,
Meg Bury, Julia Crawford,
Wallace Harwood, Lauren
Stacell. Martha Lambert,
Helen Marquis, Dennis
Chester, Priscilla 'Files, Scott
Saunders, Karen , Mallett,
Mark Dixon, Karen Aberth,
Julia Straw. Michael Early,
and Jaqui Freund. a

'

O
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Who's Who nominees announced
Twenty-four )unior and

senior students at A&M
Consolidated High School
have been nominated for
Who's Who Among American
High School Students ac-
cording to Judith Comstock,
National Honor Society
sponsor.

High school faculty mem-

(Names

bers made the nominations,
which' Included four juniors
and 20 seniors.

Juniors recognized for this
honor are )an* Anderson.
Peter Basski. lanette Buf-
fington and Undo Preston.

The seniors named are
nCing(ityon, limenstrgon. arerDamon jr

Crawford Mark Dixon,

Peggy Kapchinski, Tim Lyda,
Martha FIlileaambert.

Laurel Kees

tonaled.
Morgan.

Also, Kugenis McMullan.
Helen Marquis, Amv Plum,
T% Ray, W. Scott Akan-ders. Lauren State Julio

iTififw-771171 grodio and
1Sairel Wvlbe.

underl ined are project participants)

THE EAGLE/SryanCotie9e Station, TososSoturday. November 20, 1976

I
Four local high schoolers to be' honored by Optimist Club

A-. part of Youth
App. edition Week, the
Optimist International has
selecte al-high school
ieni to recognize as, out -

ding youth leaders.'
The week of Nov. 14 to Nov.

20 was designated Youth
Appreciation We..it by BrV911
Via Vaf 1.1loyfi

mover/Mon with the Optimist
Club observation.

The four students honored
were Paul Lampe and Parnell'
Sue Williamson of Bryan High
and Ronnie Morgan and
Martha Lambert of A&M
71onsolidated.

Pamela Sue Williarnsan is
etn,t, ml the. wt. 01.re. b.#41

at ttrynn High School. a
member of the band and a
member of the Alternative
academic program.

Martha Lambert is
secretary-treasurer for the
A&M 'onsolidated High
firhnol body, a

1.

Lbrietion Athletes, a member
of the National Honor Society
and a member of the yearbook
staff,

Paul Lampe Is president of
the Bryan High School- student
body, a tackle on the football
inam, i ,rn''c of theyti, ehrInti pre

Athletes and a member of the
Alternative program.

Ronnie Morgan is president
of A&M Consolidated High
School's student body, a
member of the National Honor
Society, a player on the
basketball team, a member of
th.:t ennis team and a Member:

th., hwrig,thall tpam.
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Consol senior enjoy's various interests

A Profile
BY AMY PIAPP
AgeM Consolidated

!Ugh School

"Among the places 1 have
I hied, College Station la
unique. Everything la

.university-oriented, and as a
result we are sheltered from
the 'real world.' " observe.
Meg Bury.

In her 17 years, California,
Arizona. Montana, and
Virginia. as well as Texas,"
have been home, to the ACV!
Consolidated High School
4CHS) senior.

Meg plays bass clarinet in
the high school Symphonic
Band, is taking a music thry
class, and sings in the VfM,--r"
Honor Choir. A lifetime music'
lover. she, wishes that she'd
discovered vocal performance
'.tamer. because "lee such a
wonderful experience.
Moilically, It has really helped
Inc i lot."

Thu talented in-
Arumentallat Is planning u
career as a music therapist.
Music' Therapy is the

therlipeatie application of
music to influence behavior,
especially the restoration.
maintenance, and 'im-
provement of mental and
physical health.

"Music often soothes me or
changes my moods. I believe
that it can be very beneficial
in providing people with a
reason to live or release for
tension." she says.

Me feels that she often
learns ri ore ou of school,
'especial e travelidg.

tend to a 'with people who
than sh school. "1

say that r entire educational
system needs to beNrevised
and revived," Ike coiriThama.

She prefers classes that call
for "figuring things out,"
particularly math and
chemistry courses.

Although she admit" that
"languages don't come.easily
o me," Meg has achieved a
fair amount of proficiency in
both German and French. She
feels that public &cheats
should have a foreign
language requirement, with
emphasie at the elementary
school level."All European
schoolchildren ale taught
English. Why shouldn't each
of us follow that example and
learn a second language ?"

Meg has been a Girl Scour
for ten years. and to
remain one for the fesfVf her
life. "I've gained so much
from Scouting, and I feel I owe
the same opportunities to
someone else." She is
president of the local

,association, and serves on the
Council Board and Program
Committee.

Meg has traveled to Mexico,
Wyoming, and Philadelphia
with other Scouts, meeting
girls from all over the world,

"I've learned a lot about
other people: Once you un-
derstand their backgrounds,
you ran get along with almost
anyone.

"One of the best things
about worldng with other Girl.
Scouts has been the feeling of
togetherness, of working
towards a common goal."

The International Congress
'76 she attended in
Philadelphia was .a valuable
learning experience. At the
conference, she studied the
interaction involved in urban.
living sittudionie.

"I don't know haw I'd feel
about living in a large city...
nhP reflects. "It seems like
you have to compromise SO, MEG BURY, 17-year-old daughter 'of Mr. and Mrs.much of yourself in city lift.' Rich:1rd Bury of Coll Station, is looking forward

enjoys ein a earner in must
A staunch nature en-

rapy.

packing, canoeing, and
camping.

"I've had -chances o see
naturePitits best when it's.
taken'care of; at its worst

when les not t en care of."
She says that all her prin-

ciples are_baseci on a strong
feeling for the natural en-
vironment.

Meg feels that as people In

our society become better
educated and more In-
tellectual, they seem less
aware of the world around
them.

"Sometimes I think people
are too smart for their own
good. They need to 'go back to
nature.' to gain an un-
derstanding of what it's like to
live primitiVely."

,1

(Written by a oartirinant about a partirinanr)
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Contol student anticipates

national politics:
By AMY PLAPP

A&M. CONSOLIDATED
HIGH. SCHOOL

A career in national
politics' is a long-range
goal for 17-year-old Randy.
Ray. Politics are nothing'
new to the A&M Con-
solidated High School
(CHS) senior, who, has
teen active In' student
government on both the
local and state level while
in high school.

. Randyis president of the
'Pan American Student
Forum WASP) of Texas.
an organization of 1,910
high school students in 200
chapters across the state..

PSAF began as a
national organization in
1927 .but fell ontard times
in the early years of World
_War II; PAW' of Texas has
been in existence since
1943, ',and is sponsored
today by the Good Neigh-
bor Commission of Texas.

Randy's most important
functions as president are
to keep in touch with the
various chapters, and to do
his best tO insure a suc-
cessful state convention

"Keeping up with all the
'correspondence is hard. I
have to keep in touch with
the other officers, con-
.stantly send in new ideas to
the state office, and write
articles for the newsletter,
the Pan-Am Times.",

"The basic purpose of
PASF is to promote un-
derstanding among, the
people and cultures of
American nations through
the use of language as
communication," explains
Randy.

The annual state con-
vention. held in March, is
the Main activity of PASF.
At the convention, business
meetings, workshops, a
talent show, and- social
events- are heldk.and the
state officers are elected
and installed,

A Profile
I

Keynote speaker at the
1976 convention was U.S.
Senator Lloyd Bentsen,
and this year the speaker
of th,e Texas House of
Representatives, Bill
Clayton, will be a guest.

In addition. Chapters
across the state make
donations to various
charities, including a
Mexican orphanage, and to
a student scholarship fund
through PASF. .

Randy has taken the
equivalent of four years of
high school Spanish. and
spent, parts of two con-
secutive summers living in
Mexico with a group of
high school student-
s."Pedple 'everywhere are
basically the same.
reflects Randy. "Our.
cultures make us different,
but not so different that we
can't get along with each
other."

"In my opinion, it's
egotistical for English-
speaking people to always
expect others to learn our
language. You narro'w,
your scope of knowledge

. by only knowing one
language.

"I believe that this is
. especially true in ad-
vanced" areas' of study,
where everything is not
written in English and you
severely liniit yourself by
not learning additional
languages."

Randy feels that, in
general, learning foreign

'languages 'is an excellent
Idea, "If you go into it with
the right attitude; learning
a language can give you a
better understanding of
other people' and widen
your own opportunities." ,

"Consolidated has one of
the hest foreign language

public schools," he ob-

departments in the state,
but as a rule such
programs are ignored in

serves. "There seems to be
a trend towards less em-
phasis on languages in
education. I especially
deplore the waiving and
laxness of the language
requirements in recent
years al colleges and
universities."

Randy has been'
treasurer. of El Club
,Castellano, the CHS
Spanish club, and also has
served as junior class
treasurer and senior
representative.

Randy, a 1977 Nationalstudent council

4

Merit Scholarship
semifinalist, has received
a principal nomination to
the Naval Academy from
Congressman Olin E.
Teague. He is ilk) the
recipient- of a fOur-year
Army ROTC scholarship
based on overall academic
and extra-cuericula!
achievement.

Next year he hopes to
attend college in his home
state. of Oklahoma. Later
plans include law school
and a private practice.
perhaps dealing with cases
of criminal law. His
ultimate goal, however.
remains a future in the
many- faceted world of
natioAl politics.

RANDY RAY, 17-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene H. Ray of College Station, already holds a
statewide electe position.

(Photo by Kenny Davidson)
sT,

(Story about

125.

partici-pant by a participant)
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Performing arts important
in education, says senior

By A.MYl2LAPP
A &M Consolidated

High School
"I believe that ex-

perience - in different
aspects of the performing
arts is a significa.nripart of
an education," says 17-
year-old Jaqui Freund. "It
teaches kids to express
themselves in front of
other people, which is
important because you
need to be able to com-
municate' .with the world
around .

Jaqui 'is a student at
A&M Consolidated High
School (CHS). She plays
flute and piccolo in the
marching and symphonic
bands, belongs to Troupe
919 of the International
Thespian Society, and is a
member of the staff of the
high school newspaper, the
Paper Tiger.

"I really enjoy music,"
says Jaqui, who was
named to 1975-76. All-
,Tifistplet Baud. "and band
is one of the best things
I've done in high school.
It's A lot of hassle
sometimes, but its worth
it

The Tiger Bantkhas been
a consistent University
Interscholastic League
(U[L) Sweepstakes Award
winner in past years, and
Jaqui shares a pride in
these accomplishments
with. many other band
members. "It's gratifying
to set a goal- and achieve it
as a member of a group."
she reflects.

The Consol senior also
plays piano- and par-
ticularly enjoys jazz im-
provisation. "I express
myself through my
music."

.Jaqui has participated in
summer theatre groups for
the past five years. She has
acted major roles in many
plays, including The
Miracle Worker, To Kill a

a

A Profile,

Mockingbird, and The
Wizard of Oz.

The award of Best
Thespian for 1976 at CAS
was presented to Jaq n
her junior year. She also
served as president of the
drama club M that time.
- "Working in the theatre

is a lot of fun," she says,
"but I haven't been as
active this year as in the
,= /kr

a top priority with me."
Like most high school

seniors,. Jaqui is looking
forward to graduation this
spring. "I think our school
does a pretty good job of
educating its students, bUt
I feel that more emphasis
should be placed on
education and less on rules
and regulations. I would
also like to see liberal arts
stressed more."

Jaqui is a participant in
Texas A&M's career
education program for
gifted and talented high

"I've always wanted to help people," says Jaqui
aFreund, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R.J. Freund

Of College Station. She hopes to become a coun-
seling psychologist.

school students. Under the
guidance of TAMU
professor Dr. Arnold
LeUnes, she has been
exp ng different areas
of t field of- .psychology
and performing ex-
periments in biofeedbabk.
She plans to do volunteer
work at the Brazos Valley
Mental Health and Mental.

'Retardation Center in the
near future.

Next year, she will enroll
in Sam Houston State
University as a psychology
major. "I want to be a
counseling psychologist so
I can work with and help
people, which I've always,
wanted to do," explains_
Jaqui. There are a lot of
people around who need
help."

"I think the hardest thing
about counseling is that
before I can- help other
people, I've got to $1'`1

rnyc'if toeother

(Written by 9

participant
pat' rie.irAytt
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Time To Know

CONGRATULATIONSONt
A special congratulations

goes to three A41f Consolidat-
ed High Schoill, students who
produced a 30 minute ytelevis-
ion program entitled "CHS:
What Next?"

T h e special documentary
program was aired on two oc-
casions by KAMU-TV. under the
directing and planning of.Dr.
Mel Chastain, director of Ed-
ucatioirial I'levision at KAMU.
The students were working

with 'Dr. Chastain in phaae
two of the Gifted and Talent-
ed Program.

Presenters of the program
were Amy Plapa, Julia Craw-
ford and Dwayne Parsons.
We would also like to ex-

tend a special' thanks to Dr.,
astain fotr the time and' ef-'

fort he devoted to this (pro-
gram.

************Orirk****-arlitr**

(Mentorship product by 3
partici-pants)

1r,

(

KAMU-TV TO AIR
STUDENT SPECIAL
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Teague names
.appointee tO
navatacademy

Congreisman Olin. E.
(Tiger) Teague has an-
nounced the appointment
of five young men from the
6th Congressional District
of Texas to the U.S. Army,.
Naval and Air Force
academies.

Cong. Teague represents
the 6th Congressional
District in Washington.

'Randall G. Ray of
College Station was one of
the- appointments. He

_,attend the U. S. Nav 1

Academy.
Ray is the son of Mr. and

Mrs. Eugene H. Ray, and
he is a student at A&M
Consolidated kligh School.

(Randall ,Ray is a.. project
participant)

A KAMU-TV special will be
aired at 9 p.m. Thursday, Feb.
24 and again at 6:30.p.m. Sun-
day, Feb. 27.

The 30 minute show tells the
story of "CHSWhat Next!". le
is produced by three Consoli-
dated students in the Gifted
and Talented program. Dr. Mel
Chastain worked with the stu-
dents.
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CHS purpose explored
What are the objectives

of A&M Consolidated- High
Sc.hool? Thrire CIES
seniors, with the guidance
of KAMU statiqn manager
Mel Chastain, will try to
answer this and related
questions in a 10-minute
television documentary
entitled CHS: What's
Next? to be aired at 7:30
p.m. February 23 on
Channel 15.

In a series of interviews
and group discussions,
acIministrators, teachers,
stmad.ents, and other.

,ibers of the com-
munity explore the. pur-
poses and objectives of
CHS.

To many, secondary
education is much morethan boo.ks and
classrooms. The hope was
expressed that high school,
by providing experiences
in getting along with
people. will pfepare young
people to survive happily
in a non - academic world.

Most of those in-
terviewed agreed that a
greater emphasis on
vocational education is
needed at CHS.

Currently. Consol
juniors and seniors can
enroll in work-study
programs.Or participate ih
vocational classes at
nearby Bryan High School.

)curricular offeringg at
(CHSoseem geared towards
the college-bound pupils
that other students can
find th;eir needs
overlooked.

. In the half-hour
program, COnsol students

. are depicted in the

classroom. laboratory, and
recreational settings that
make up their high school
experiences.

The three students
conducting the- interviews
and developing the
program were Julia
'Crawford. Dwayne Par-
sons, and Amy Plapp.

""+;i:7"

The KAMU mini-cam has become a familiar sight
in the halls at Consolidated. Here KAMU Station
Manager Mel Chastain explains camera.technique
to Amy'Plapp and Dwayne Parsons.

a

A&M Consolidated Superintendenrof Schools Fred
Hopson discusses 'the content of the 30- minute

However. so many of the television special with CHS seniors Dwayne Par-
courses and 'extra- sons, ArnS, Plapp, and Julia Crawford.

116
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Meg Bury, center, teaches scouts Christine !dueller, left;
Leslie Pedulla and Sara Koth mann, right, camping skills.

Meg Bury of College Station,
camped with 'scouts from 19 coun-
tries In Denmark and SWeden during
an international opportunity

sponsored by the Girl Scouts USA.
As one of 12 scouts selected 'from

the United States, she explored the
natural beauty of the Scandinavian

(Meg Bury is a project participant)

(Photo by Bill Meeks)

countries in primitive' camp sP1
tings; She attended LarkdSlejar '77, a
national camp in Denmark held once
every fi.yr years. and Dalacn lap '77.

an annual camp held in,Swedeit

(Cont. on page 118)
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(Cont. from page 117)

I never felt like I was carrying my shared :.oine American customs and. .

Approximately 140,000 attended load," said the recent graduate of food with her hosts and hokesses.the Danish camp, Meg explained, A&M Consolidated High School. Meg and another scout from theadding that the crowd made it seem i Approximately 2,400 teenagers United States served their hostless. like. a camp and more like a attended the Swedish -ea mp. familiesehili and apple pie.convention when all 140,000 were Scouting hi Sweden is open to both Both foods were new to the Vanishgathered. together. Most otothose boys and girls of all ages, so, unlike families, .howver in Sweden, Megattending were from 'Denmark, Girl Scout camps in. the . United found . it difficult to introducehowever, 19 other countries were States, the Swedish camp was co- something about America that thealso represented including China, educational. Swedish peopleilidni"Valready knowJapan, South Africa, Rhodesia and "The guys naturally took over,' about. .Scotland. Meg, said. "I could see that in When the six week tour ended, theThe campers were divided into America I wouldn't have gotten as scouts returned to New York wheresubcainps and smaller groups many skills in scouting if boys had they met others returning from Girlhowever, so the number of people been in the-troops." Scout internatiOnal opportunity inwas not overwhelming. A p-k In Sweden, however, the co- Africa. Both groups compared ex-pi oximately, 50 campers were fed at educational program works welj periences before returning to their',Meg's camp each evening. Each she added. homes, 4 :. 'group made tables, refrigerators ... The Danish camp was more Meg k now on her way to Sterlingand constructed shelters by Lashing religiously oriented ,than camps in College in kansasAlthough she willlogs together with rope. the United States. One hour each be leaving Bryan-College Station,Camping with the Danish scouts morning was devoted to Bible study she will not be leaving Girr§coutinggave her an insight into the people of or meditation. he_bitett'In Kansas ishe will assistDenmark not always seen by Between each 10 day camp troop leaders and describe her in-tourists, she said. session, Meg lived With a hostess ternational camping trip to local-"The Danes have a great sense of family in each country, where' she Girl Scouts and scouts in Kansas.humor. They enjoy life and being in got a closer look at family life and This is part of an agreement sheDenmark. To them. Denmark is the the culture of each country. made with Girl Scouts USA beforecenter of the world." Her Danisbhost family included a the intr.] nit.i9nal experience. MoqtIn Sweden, the scoots and adults son:22, and a daughter, 19. of her travel expenses were paid byfrom the United States. were in the "It waszlike my family." Meg the Juliet bow World Frieiidshipsame patrol. providing their own said. "My`sister is 21 and I'm 19." Fund, the Bl'ue'bonnet Girl Scoutshelter and cooking their own food. In Denmark she was impressed'', Council., with the help of her localn some ways it was better for the with jiaw people conserved the7
iipricanS to he in Ile same patrol country's natural resources.

senior ,,,,ifitien and other ;1 / f, rl
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firm, 110 two filt,hd anti
tuft:toted students are alike.

Gifted and. Talented Seniors in
Texas Career Education Project

eltonn participants, and five alternates, were chosen from
46 nominees for,the Career Education for Gifted and Talented
project at Texas A & M University ITAMUl..One academic
Year, ,at lin cost to this participating students, was offered
through a grant from the U.S. Office of Fducation, Office of
Career I chiection. TAMU's Canter for Career Development and
Occupational Preparation, College of Education, was awarded
the grant to demonstrate the most effective methods and
techniques in career education/or gifted and talented high
school students. Co-dinictors are Christopher Borman and
William Nash,

The 20 Seniors selected, 11 young'women and,9 young men,
are from the A & M Consolidated Independent School District,
Culled° Statign, Texas. approximately 100 miles northwest of
Houston. Students were nominated by teachers, counselors,
parents, or even nominated by thernsehreS.

"The selection processs was hased on multiple criteria with
equal weight being assigned to eadtt area. sod Sharon Colson
the project's principal investlector.

The screening committee born Texas A & M based their
selections on the students' academic achievement and ability,
talent in any aesthetic area, mechanical ability; potentiai for
leadership, and qualities okcreativity. The three phases of the
project are Guidance Laboratory Experience, Mentorshio
Laboratory Eynerierrce. irref Working I rilftsh per else*

V

Neter-mei/State
Leadership Tt mining Institute

the Gifted anti Teteeeo
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", "We are in the early stages of Phase Three," Colson wrote
..itly in the yea'r. "Working-internship sites directly relate to
the .Mentorship Experience. Work sites span much of the
community the County Attorney's Office, a consulting
engineering firm, a night club, radio and television stations
and others,"

In the first two phases, the students spent a regular school
day schedule at TAMU.. They investigated and evaluated. in
Phase I, their interest areas and they tentatively identified
future careers, siting the facilities of the Educational Psychology
Laboratory. The students then became observers in specialized
areas, directed by a university professor of advanced studies. in
a "shadowing" or melitorship experience for Phase II Mentor-
ships included the following university departments: English
(theater arts), Political Science (law). Electrical Engineering
(data proce.ssing), Communications' (television). Psychology,
Curriculum and Instruction, Civil Engineeemg, Physics, Wildlife
and Fisheries, Marketing; and also the entertainment- and
music (instrumental) areas.

"All facets of the nrrig, am see-ri; to hAyork nig well.- Colson
added. "We are prpud of the s s's we aretaking in combining
the expertise of the public I the sinjyersity, and the
eneremtinity haste. larva the ne svf tomorrow's leaders."

nUnry Stioe1,111, I
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCENARIO.

121.

Write a scenario of a day or week in your; life as it might occur in the

year 2001. A scenario, is simply a description of a sequence of events

that might possibly happen:,in the future. A scenar,o is usually developed

by studying the facts of a situation and selecting a development, that

might- occur, and imagining the range and sequence of events that might

foil Use the facts you have about yourself, the occupation you have

descr bed, and the future and try to imagine a specific day or week irt

the year 2001. Describe what you will be doing, where you will be; whom

you will be with, what will be happening in the world, and. how you will
feel about all of these things.
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.. Monograph of the Project
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APPENDIX L

. Third Party Evaluation
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SYNTHESIS

Follow-up Evaluation by Students

Pre-Post Data Comparisons

.?

Overall Project Evaluation

Recdmmendaions for Future Planning

61

ti

PURPOSE

1

The purpose of the program is to demonstrate the most effective

methods and techniques in Career Friiination fdi; gifted enli talented high

school seniors.

PURPOSE

if



PHASE Ill

Working Internship Ex

Career Field Experiences in Local Business or Profession

Application of Theory to Practice

k:k)

Specialized .vocabulary Expansion

Determination of Screening Process

Screening Site Determination

Screening Schedule and Irrie Line Decisions

Establishment of Maximum Number of Participants

Students Must Have Reached Senior Standing

9

PLANNING FOR IMPLEMENTATION 13
4



PHASE II

Mentorship Laboratory Experience

Shadowing, Experience with University Professor

Advanced Study

Hands-on Experiences

1n-depth Career Field Exploration
I-

Participant Selection

ik series of tests will be administered to
all. nominees. Selections will be made by
the screening committee from Texas A&M
University in keeping with the guidelines
set forth' in the contract with the United
States Office of Education:

Identifiers

Academic Achievemerd and Ability

Cr

Talent in any Aesthetic Area

Mechanical Ability

Potential for Leadership

Qualities of Creativity

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION, 3



PHASE I

Guidance Laboratory Experience

Pre-test for Monitoring Grovkh and Change

Self- Investigation

4 Career ExplorationMaterials, Media, Resource Speakers

Post-Secondary Vaining and Educational Opportunities

_Isolation of. Career Interest Areas

Mentorship Interviews

Mentorship Placement

Evaluation

4

GUIDANCE ri LABORATORY EXPERIENCE

40.



Student Identification

Development of a Progrdm Brochure

'Promotion of the Program

Nomination Process
STUDENTS who wish to be considered as
participants, may. place their names in
nomination.
TEACHERS and . COUNSELORS whose
experiences with students have revealed
gifted and talented potentialities should
place the names of these students in
nomination.

PARENTS of students may place. their chil-
dren's names in nomination.

Screening Procedure

Specialized Vocabulary Development

Seminar Dialogue

Identification of Working Internship Interest Area

Interviews with Supervisors at internship Sites

Internship Placement

Evaluation

0

MENTORSHIP LABORATORY EXPERIENCE



PREFATORY DESIGN

Planning for Implementation

Review of Current Literdture

Selection dnd Purchase of Career Development Materials

Identification Of Criteria for Student Selection

ork-Related Responsibilities

School-to-Wort Transition

Post-Secondary Career -Field Needs

Post-Tests for; Growth and Change Measurement 1%

Evaluation

-ea

(45

1 4 1

WORKING INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE



All programs for gifted and talented students at
-the Cehter .for Career Development and Occupa-
tional Preparation. at Texas A&M University use the
logo, "Snowflakes," because snowflakes represent
the uniqueness of both the programs and the stu-
dent: "No two are alike."

4,

Center. for Career Development

and Occupational Preparation

College of Education

Texas A&M University

DURATION OF THE PROJECT

Of-le Academic Year

COST TO STUDENTS

None

PREREQUISITES

Each Phase of the program- requires
a two-hour time block in the student's
schedule.

Admission to Texas A&M jpeniversity and any of its _spon-
sored programs is open to qualified individuals regardleSs.)
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin or education:
ally-unrelated handicaps::.

1 .4 2'

a

SYNTHESIS
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The material in this
Office of Education,
of view or opinions
Office of Education.

r

"No Two Are Alike!"

k IA

S.

I

Disclaimer

publication 'was prepared puisuant to a grant or ,contract from the
U, S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.. However, points
expressed do not necessarily represent policies' or positions of the
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EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES, INC! serving learning through science

iFINAL AUDIT S L MNARY REPORT

Gift0d and Talented Program

Center for Career Development and
Occupational Preparation

-Texas A&M
College Station, Texas

SubMitted
Educational SysteMs Associates, Inc.

Bruce Read,-President

July, 19,77

125.
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PREFACE

This report, while brieg.4.(due to the limited role of the auditor)

reflects the auditor's role and provides a summary of the major

recommendations made to the project.

As a point of interest, the.auditor must.mention his high regard for

the project staff, in that:

.The recommendations and considerations made by the auditor

-were accepted openly and seriously, with most being readily

incorporated into the project.

4lb

The staff was most cooperative with and accommodating to

the auditor, allowing 'team" approach discussions.rather

than monologues.

The staff was concerned with working by the guidelines rather

than just doing enough to get through.
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ON-SITE ACTIVITIES

127

A major portion of the program auditor's activities involved a

series of on-site visits to the project. The- .primary purpose of

these visits was t6 monitor the accoMplishment of project activi-

ties and to provide assistance and guidance.to the project

evaluation effort:

Three on-site visits were conducted by the ESA consultant on the

following dates:,

September 1976 - Pre-Evaluation Critique Visit

January 13, 1977 - Evaluation Process Visit

July 7, 1977 - Final Evaluation Report Visit

Pre-Evaluation Vitique Visit

This visit was primarily concerned with the project's evaluation

start -up activities. The thrust was to insure that appropriate

evaluation strategies were being employed tohllow the staff to

conduct the evaluation in an orderly manner and to insure the
0

.groposed evaluation :activities were being implemented'.

Evaluation Process

43

This second visit took place after the project' was in full implemen-

tation. The emphasis on this visit was focused-on asseSsment'tech7

niques and tools, to measure the various objectives (e.g., student

outcomes, parent reaction, staff and teacher questionnaires, etc.).
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Data analysis techniques were also discussed, one result being

some finalization to studying "predictor variables" in identifi-

cation and screening of students.

Final valuation Report Visit..

This final visit was centered around a review and discussion' of

a draft copy of the.project's Final.Evaluation Report. The purpose
of this,discussidn was to offer suggestions on formatting, data

organization, and alignment of, results data to the project's

objeotiVes.

A

14.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

These several recommendations reflect those offered to the projedi

staff throughout the project year. -Many have already (during the

year.) been incorporated into the project.

(1) Write' a basic,,,evaluation design (or brief plan)
for each phase. This could be done when the speci:
fic activities for each phase are finalized. This
design might include:

.

Who is to be tested or surveyed?

What tests or survey instruments are to
be employed?

When are the tests or survevs'to be admin-
istered?

Any other information related to the collec-
tion, analysis, reporting of- results, etc.

(2) Specify divisions of labor (to the staff) for the
project's evaluation activities. In other words,
assign who is to dO what, and when'it needs to be
done.

(3) Include evluation activities in the project staffs'
job descriptions (in line with'above #2).

(4) Finalize what instruments or surveys are needed, and
establish deadlines, for their development,

(5) Establish an "objective filing system" which can be
used as an on-going depository for inf mation which
needs to be collected throughout the p

(6) Consider administering the teacher questionnaire less
frequently thar-monthly,, since the resnonses illicited
are fairly generic and are pot apt to have significant
change in short periods of time.

(7) In the final project report to USOE, denote these
objectives which deal directly with student impact,
thus highlighting those which are ofT-TaTEIEuriliriter-,
est to that office.

(6)Consider doing an item analysis on the CEMS.instrument,
only using those areas which relate to the project
activities. This insures a higher content validity
,to the program and may also reflect more significant
increases in tbe results.'

14,9
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(9) (Th concurrence wiLh your suggenCtoil) consider scoring

the cEms as a total score - in addition tb the various,
category areas - to provide feedback as to how t-he
students' behavior has changed with regard to careereducation in general.

(10) Collect student attendance data. to be used as an
additional indicator of student interest and attitude
toward therogram. This 'could: be graphed. to.illustrate- -any positiVe trends of increased attendance. k

(11) (In concurrence with your comment) try to build in a
control group for next year's project. This would be

. possible by randomly. choosing two (2) groups of students
from the total group of identified gifted students.

(12) Conduct means (R) on the parent questionnaires and docu-
, ment their narrative responses to provide.supPorting

_qualitative data (which might also be clustered to reen-,force some of the statements)

(13) I-concur with your recommendation to revise the parent 4questionnaire, with some more specific /tangible ques-tions. One means of-assistance with this'task would ,beto use their comments on the completed surveys, to
highlight some possible areas infwhich you may want to
build-in some responseS.

(14) Consider the possibility of reducing the '-number of iden.ti7
fication and screening devices used in the prolect: Thismay, in part,be possible due to the regression analysis
study-on predictor varlables. This, may offer, a'. time and
money saver to the project,_with'littleif any, loss
to the strength of the identifcation process'.

(15), Attempt to align learner outcomes (the data gathered as
a result of the project) to the-project objectives related
to'learner outcomes. .This will enable a clear means ofreviewing and studying'those accomplishments as they relateto the project's,orginal objectives.

150
41.
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DISCRIMINATION'PROHIBITED

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states: "No person in the
United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national
origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits.
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program Or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance." Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, Public Law 92-318, states: No person in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from partici-
pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be` subjected to discrimina-
tion under any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance." Therefore, career education projects supported
under.Sections 402 and 406 of the Education Amendments of 1974, like
every program or activity receivin§ financial assistance from the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, must be operated
in compliance with these laWs.A

DISCLAIMER

The material in this publication was prepared pursuant to a grant or-
contract from the Office of Education; U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. However, points of view or opinions expvestpd
do not necessarily represent policies or position; of s? Office of

Education.




